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mmoroorro
Lave

w out of' the cam:aon problems a d experiences of

sic ccmnon law,

the pe ple, and this is especially shown in the
which developed in Euglan.d,
grc1-t

ca.me over with the colonists, and

,

to maturity in America.. - It is interi!sting to note that much

carzmon law wa.s never pe.a$ed

by

Parliament, or Congress.

n the

United States was seeking i'or independence, the ol.d English Law

n over to a considerable extent.

was ta

HCMever, to safeguard

themselves, the wary colonists set forth in the Constitution and

t 1e Dill o:r Rights, and. elsewhe;re., basic rules, much more explic1tiy

than England bad ever done.
There were many specif'ic matters requiring specific l.egis-

r 1.avs.

lation, not covered by ol

called statutory law, which is

passed, many of these lavs

xnbodied 1n

f:re

ra. her than to crime and vio ~nee.
or ·o.niz tion a.re bee

:w· b.l.s become inci·eas

The resulting body of law is

vote

ta.tute •

to t

e a

s t
Ci;l'.II&lerce,

And beca: e oai:imerce e.nd

iil8 more a.nd. more canpJ.e.,.:,
ly tromon ous.

e vo ume of'

herefore, t e Textile

l

S. George Getz., "The Consumer and th
Educ t on Series), Uni No. V. pp. 106-111.

Law, 11 (Consumer

2

Fiber Products Identifica.ti n

became necessary to sane groups 1

or there probably vould have l:)een no need for it, according to

the idea expressed by Getz. 1
R pid developnents .in fiber and fabric f in1shes ha·

.made

it ir.n:portant that <!are and performance features be known to t

purchasers.

La.'bels on ready--ma.de garments can pro-vide much of the

inf'ormation which conoume:rs need and se\ffl. la.bels aiso bave the
o.dded ad.ve,ntage of being permanent.

A otud.y of the lAbel information on clre6ses

Drake and Grimes (13) c£ the fexas Agricult

as

de by

l Experixll8nt S ...,ion

in 1956 ...57 based on information obtained from re ail store
Dallas, Terrell, Nacogdoches 1 Plainview and KinB::sville.

in

The stud,y

a.lso included interv;t.evs with dress manui'a.cturers in 1958 at
Dallas, Nacogdoches and lloucton and a fabric manufacturer.

They

f'ound that consumers were enthusiastic about wrinkle-resistant
fabrics., but a.ppea;red to have lit le lma\Jle.dge 0£ finishes and
what. they contribute to the performance or f brics:

Wr:1.nkle-

resistance, Gbti.xilmge and colorfastness )lave been uaed only in

recent years and consumers need additional information about them.
Shrinkage ;a.n

colorfastneae information was on less than

one-fif'th of the dresses a.nd the manufacturer' s name was on
nearl,y half

or

the dreseec ~1th

l

Getz, £2•

.2!l·

ne; tag , however, 1t appeared

3

more often on sewn la.be ls.

Construction feat urea were given an

very few dresses, although a few labels did call attention to
such items as waistline

seams

tbat could be let

ou.t.

01.ee.rly mislea.di.ng 1nf'ormat1on ~s found on less tha.n l

~rcent of the dresses.

Whil.e

me.z:iy

of tbe labels

re 11 vord:y,"

sane contained only advertising, tbereby excluding information
a.bou.t care and performance af the fabric or garment.

Many did

not state clearly and accurately the intorma.tion most needed 'by the
purchase:r.

Of-ten there were such statements as "dry-clean or

wash, 11 with perha~.s sane washing 1nstruct1~ follOW'ed by

11

for

bost results, dry-clean. 11 Such statements on l.a,bels are contusing
and not very helpful .

l

.
Fe.$b1on changes over the past five decades have been sweepµig,
and at times even startling, but bel.ov the stylish surface of the

clothing, other changes have been tajting pl.ace .. cbanges, perhaps,

less obvious but more significa,nt to the consumer; for to them,
they have meant higher quality at lower prl.ces.

Fiber, fa'br1c,

finish, garment construction, ma.rketing, federal l.egislation all
a.re maJar factors 1n a finished garment and thus they have becc:me
the focus of most industry at:t,ention.

They might be thought of as

links in a chain which ends ~ a garment on~ a.a good ae the weakest
link.
l

Phyllis Drake and~ A~ Grimes, "labeJ. Information on
Dresses in Retail Stores,., Pl?· 5 - 6,

4
The recent

st has seen the developnent of new products -

fibers, fabrics and finiohes once considered inipossible and nCM

ta.ken for granted by consmoors at
of

e reach of the a·.rerago consumer.

c d to protect her;

rds

G

or

gisl[:s.tion has

quality control

l)I'oducts tha.t live up to her expectations.

p

lp to assure

nave

One has only to

ne the significa.nce which it has

ine legislation to de

or -any have on today's c ncwoors in their textile pure

It va.s in the earl-y 1930 1 s that the gover
pro'\;ect o.nd a.id the

n

In short, changes

en broad and ra.dicaJ. in the pc.st fifty yea.rs,
e

w methods

nui'o.cture, new approaches to distribu.tion have put high f shion

within

e

11 incane le els.

1ng. 1

nt stepped 1n to

u;ye-r of w·ool.en .ga.rmentD by pa~ ... ing the Wool

Products Iabeling Act,

hich required that e.11
. manufacturers of

fabric or other products containing wool ( xcept upholctery and
floor covering), e.tto.cb a. tag or label sta.t .g the CY.act percentage
of wool and/or other fibers present.
uool

nd _. quL

~

t

· t

rcen

The la.w a.le

ef

d

"'es of ne·. , r•ep oces.o d

term
nd reused

(00

It

s :in

early 1950 's tl t t

Fla.t1nable Fabric

result o ·l.he • · orch s1reater 11 inciden s

ct was

other

rag c

accidents in which children met fiery deaths in the brushed cowboy

s

at burned i

seco

s or less.

The

:w proh bits the intro-

l
Ralphs. Burkholder ,

Made," p. 25.

11

Clothing: There've Been Sane Changes

5

duction or roovein nt 1n intestate commerce, of wearing apparel
of fabrics that are so highly f).amma,ble

JQade

s to be da.ngel·ous wben

they are worn.
The Textile Fi
in ,larch,

1900.

r Products Identification 4ct

nt into effect

In essence, the law provides that each textile fiber

product (excluai-ve

or wool

and f'uFs, wh1.cll are covered under separate

laws), whether natm,a.1 or man--ir.a.de, must be labeled to show in the
otcler of predomina.nce by weight, the percentages of each fiber pro-

duct.

han 5 per-cent, the

:lb.en the amount oi' fiber present is l.ess

designation, "other fibers" must be used. 1
'?his much -discussed fiber la.bel11.1.g bill

paased September

W,O

2 , 1958 by tbe Second Session of the 85th Congr ss.

The Federal

Tra.da Ccmnisaion ol.ar1fied the rules and regula.t-i.ons of the bill so

that it could be publis.lied by June, 1959.

tailer~ had nine months in

Manufa

urers a.nd re-.

bich to change existing labels or to

provide new onas that vould meet specif'1cat1ono before the bill
be-cwro effective in March of

1960.

Beeauce this bill does not require inclusion of' performs.nee

cho.ra.cteristies and
t.hcir

ca;re

1nstruct1ons,coneumers still need to make

ts kn~m on the c points.

Bu;ying only

rch:ind.ise that

carrieo cooiplete in:fo:rmc.tive labels ia one way to register this

6
i1' •
way t

Gr

p

1

ssu:;-e o:a local store buye s io

register a

more ~dia

ire. 1

Th a st'Udy bas been made of sane of the obaracteristic
the Text le Labeling Law wich -went into effect March

These chara,cter1sti.cs have been. studied in th
principles which a.re considered va

of'

3, 1960.

light of those

ble to tbe cons~r.

plans for im.provement a.nd add.1 tions ha.ve also been. -.d.e

Suggested

or the

a.id of the consumer.

The purposes of' this atuey- have been:

'l'1 i

l.

To a certain, 1n so far as possible, the value of the
new · xtilc
ling le; to consumers.

2.

T
etermine w t.hcir the ne law adequately provides
the types of :proteotion needed by the consumers.

3

'.Po determine hOW' me.ny o:t the protective clause , as
stated in t.be la: , a1·a of value to the consumers.

4.

To make ten ti;
recoo.mendatio ,
n those
principles which a.re considered valid by authoritte
on cons
x· education.

study has off'ered

labeli:ag legisla. i n

opportun.1ty to

l;rze the new

xtile

hich a.i'fects the vast number of consUIOOr

\tho will
The in

a ·d clothing :r

imp
~

future exper· nc o.

:rtant to t

observe th
It off r

s

s of Fi

ile

effec ·s o-f thie law on his
eper

ignii'icanc

1.
'' ·

· nt of te

s, Fabrics, Fiu 1

n

Bemo Econanics, (Febru.a.ry, 1959), pp. 45-89.

o the

1
student 1n hQ:Qe economiC6 and for the consumer, 1n a.s much
leads to d.e:f'inite concepts of the value of the law.

1t

Fran this

.sear~h, it is hoped that the consumer or any I)erson interested

in the selection o:t: text:1.le fiber prcxluets, 't1J8.Y understand the
:IJ:nportance of the new law.

History is said to repe t it e1f, but as the writer :i.nvest1-

a;ated xnaterials on the historical backgr0t:

of' textile J.avs, sbe

believed that the statement \.then applied to the matter under study
should read "history bas not repeated it. U'."

In rev1.eving the

history of the law the wrlter 'found that the

rican Home Economics

Association for tJl8-.llY year had ~cqgnized the need for acceptable
standards for textiles Wb.1
the

ptµ"cha.se

would offer guidance to consumers in

oi clothixlg and hoo

furnishings.

To this end the

Association had participated for nearly halt' a. century in con'ferences
of numerous types designed to further the cor_ect labeling of'

caam.odities in the 'textile and clothi

:field.

Chief among these

efforts bas been the maintenance of member hip on camnittees of
t)le

American Standards Aasoeiat1on, an organization devoted to the

developnent of volun

standards through the cooperative effort

of manufactur;tngJ distributing, servicing and consumer

cups.

1

C~ s s in 19 4 c~a.tcd the Federal Trade COllllll:l.ssion a.nd

charged tb:ta orga.nba.ti

1

with the responsibility to stop 11 unfe.ir

l

Pauline B. Mack and Gaor

Texttlea, 11 pp . 4-35-436.

Sims Wham, "New Standards for

9

to the Hruse of Represen tives

Identification Acts ere introduced
and Senate.

was

cs d

Congressman Smith of Mississippi introduced lm.469 vhich

y the Hou··e of

for himself a.YI.d Senators

Ala

traduce

Sl616.

uso?l, an

onroney, !

Stennis in-

ttee

Both bills ;ere referred to the Senate C

on Interstate and Foreign Canmerce, which he-d heari! o on BR469,

during the 1957 ses&ion of Congress.

Except for amendments made to BR469 and dii"ferences in a few
sections, the two bills a.re e..1.ike.

Because

House

c

:tntcrsta.te and Foreign Commerce bold hearing

nd

HR469, more has boon writ.ten on this bill

on s1616.

·;,7

·ttee on

o. report on

1

Law-s

continue to make h1£-toey, if the demandt> oi' the consumer

ncre se

as they have in the :past.
A consumer a..s dcf'ined hy Kennedy a.nd Vo.ueb,n (11-) is the user

of goods or cervices for the r.~tisi'action

r

needo.

F·bera have

been defih$d as e.ny tQU8h subs l:ance c~osed of threa.dlike tissue,
especial}¥ when cap:!.ble of 'being spun or ,,raven.

'Jfue term generic

has been used in this stu!lY freq; :tently and it h s been dcfinec.

belonging to or cha
or
as

s

cteristic of~ zoclog1ce.l or botanical genus

ny claso of related thingt:;; not specific, A

slip of pa.per, oloth

tents, ownership, rati

O'r

a.a

l ha.a been defined

m ta.l, attached to anything to show con-

, dostino.t1on or the l!l.ke o

]

lorence Petzel, 111iru\datory Textile La ling - The Textile
Fiber Product:; Identifioo:'don Acts,

1

p. 410.

10

It was assumed tba.t the new textile labeling law shou.ld
be evaluated thoroughly if one is to determine the extent of the

values that it may gain for the consumer.

It was also assumed

that in:f'ormative la'bels are valuable aids for consumers in in•

telligent selections of quality merchandise.

It was further

assumed that the generic names of fibers placed on labels would
help the consumer to select items now and in the future, vhen

n~wer generic names appear.

Another assUJnption

\ra.B

that if

consumers are to becane canpetent in the selection of consumer
goods, they must habitually express their desires when purchasing

for needs.

Finally, it was aspumed that there is a continuous

need for educators to tee.ch tbe consumer at every opportunity,

vbere camnunication is possible, the principles of consumer
education.
.

The writer bas found various materials and articles
related to the new textile labeling act.

She found that on

Septelllber 2, 1958, President Eisenhower by his signature, enacted
into law the Textile Fiber Products Identif'ication Act.

Basically,

this law requires identification on labels of all constituent
fibers of the textile fabric; it also requires that all constituents
be listed in the order of predan:inance by weigh.·t and that the

correspon4~ percentage by weight of ea.ch such fiber be shown,.
thus imposing additional burdens upon a great diviaion of American

11

industry alreaey bel.c~red vith the Wool Pl·oduct.s l.a.bel.ing Act,

Trade rn,ctice Rules and the Y~ble ~'a.bric Act.
A b:ri-ef a\.Ullm3.ry of the l.a.v has been given, ~fore proceeding

"it-h ita further interpreta.ticI:4-.
TEXTIIE

l,

rnnm reorucTS

IDEUTIFICA'rION A~

Products Covered

The Aet a.pplies to all rizturol Md IQ.M.-niado fibers ruid ya.rno

and fabrics ?Dade thel;'e:fro:11 other -tban ".looi, intended i'or use in
a.p~el and certain hoUSQhold te..."tt1le a.rticles.

Textile fabrics

co:atni.ning vool are excluded fran this lAY and remain GUbject to •
the Wool Products Labe~ A.ct.
2.

Required labeling

The Act requi."'"Ets tba.t all textile fiber products must be
s:tamped., tagged, or labeled to sbow the constituent fiber in the

products.

3. Responsibility £or La.bellng
The first person vho introduces the textile product 1.nto

interstate canmerce or who import& it into the United States must
label the product.

In addition, any person sell1µg 1 ottering or

advertising a textile product i'Ot' sale, even after it bas been

introduced or offered :for aaLe in ccmmerce 1s responsible for tbe
proper labeling.

l2

Under section 3(d) (5) the law applies only to a textile
fiber product which is 1n the tom intended for sale or delivery
to or use by the ultimate consumer.

4.

Marking of Packaged Articles

Where several textile products are conte.ined in a package
if (l) the products in the pa,ckage are intended for sale to the

ultimate consumer in such paclage, (2) the req_u.1.red labeling in•

forma.ti.on is stamped on or affixed to the package and (3) the
information on the label attached to the package 1s applicable to
ea.ch product incl.uded in tbe package.

If' some one other than the

ultimate consumer brea.ks open the p a ~ , that ~rson is res ..
ponsi ble f'or attachins a. separate label to each articl.e taken
frCG the broken package.

5, Retail Sales From Bolts
If a bolt, piece or roll of f~bric is correctly labeled and
cuts are sold at retail fran the. bolt, the retailer does not have

to label the cut taken fran the bolt.

6.

Use or Fur Nauies

Names of symbols of fur bearing atiimalo or terms identified
with furs may not be used in labeling or advertis1118 a textil.e pro-

duct which does not contain the hair or fiber oi' e. i'ur-bea:ring
e.nilral.

The name of the ~ l may be used in can.junction with the

word "fiber, 11

0

ha.1r11

or

11

blend."

13
'7. Removalo of Labels
It is unlawful to remove the label fran a. t.ext1le product

prior to sale to the ul.tilnate consumer unleea the person so ret;tovipg the la.bel substitutes a new label meeting all requirements
of tho Act and Gbowa the name

01.~

other identif'ication o£ the l)eJ"Son

mt\ls:1.ne the substitution.

8.

Records

Each ;r:ecponsiblc person under this Act muat keep e.ppropr1ate
records ahCMing ftber content, a.nd other requir~d information for

t11rce years.

A person substitu:tins a. tag or label for another tag

or label that has been removed must keep in his recoros the original
label e.nd the names of the person tran Ybcm he received the textile
product..

9,

lm,ports

Textile fiber p:r-od.ucts imported into tb1s country- mu.st be
labeled in accordance with the Act and invoices of such ilnported
products requ.1red by the Tariff' Aot must contain the same information as would be required on t~ label.

10. Guaranties
Simile.r to the procedure exi$ting under tbe i'1.au,ua.ble Fabrics
Act, the Textile Fiber Le.beltng Act provides for the furnishing of

guaranties to custaners which will relle,re the custome~

or

liability

for misbranding, if tbe product has been imuroper~ labeled by the

supplier.

14
A separate guaranty specii'ically designa.t1ns the product
guaranteed may be on. the invoice or the sell.er ma,y fi.l.e continuing
gue.ra.nties in accordance with regulations 'Which w1l1 be established
'by the Federal. Trade Canmiseion.

11.

Exemptions
The law exempts the following products - upholstery stuf'fing;

outer coverings Cff f'urtiiture; linings or interlinings incorporated
primarily for structural purposes and pot for w.nntb; stiffenings,
trimmings, facings, or interfa.cings; backtnge of floor covering;

sewing thread; banq.ages and s~gical dress~s; waste materials
not intended for use 1n a textile product; textile products incorporated into shoes or overshoes or similar outer footwear; textile
products incorporated 1n headwear, handbags., luggage, brushes, lampshades or toys.

'I'his exemption, however, does not apply to acy of these
products if any representation as to its fiber conwnt is made.
The implementation of tb1a pa.rt of the law d.epencl.a to e. great
extent on the interpretations and regulations issued by the Federal

Trade Coomiesion.
There are e.t least wo additional features vhich are deserving
of <!cmnent.

As noted 1n the foregoing summary of the law., it 1s

provided in Section 3(d) (5) tha.t the labeling requirement abAll.
only app~ to the product

11

1n the f'orm intended for sale or delivery

15
to, or for use by the u1tima.te consumer."

The question will,there-

:f'ore, have to be settled whether finished piece goods inten6ed for

cutting by the dress trade must be labeled aince the :fabric is not

intended to be used. by the consumer in this form, but only after it

has been manuf'~tured into a. 'finished garment,.

A new concept bas been set forth

1n

Section 4 (b) (2) in which

tolerances are to be provided for devia.tion f'X'om the stated fiber per ..
centa.ges and in addition it is provided that a.n:y variation in exces~
of the tolerance shall' nevertheless, not constitute misbranding 1f

it can be proved that the deviation resulted fran unavoidable variations
in mnlda.ot-ure and despite due cs.re .

This is e. desirable and salutary procedure which incidentally
might a.loo be applied in the a.dbu.nistration by the Federal. Trade

COlillnis.s1on of other labelin8 laws, where the misbranding is una.voida'Jle
l
and does not result in consumer deception.

1

Sylvan Gotshal,

11

New Fiber Labeling Law/' pp. 32

3.

ClJAP.CER II

REVlEW OF

IA'JED DISCUSSIOUS

Considerable interest in recent years bas been directed to-

wa.rd the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act e.nd its value to
t oday 's conoumers.

io this extent, it bas been felt tlltJt adequate

a t tention should be given to an e.Qll.lysie of current literature related to this laW.
Many of' the textile laws and rules have proven to be effective,

and. almost every Or+e of these laws bas sane provi.sions of unueua.1
·ra.lue

o the consumer..

'l'he viewpoints of others on the Textile Fiber

Identificat ion Act and its value to consumers are needed at this time.

There are

Act

mf:l.!ly

vays in which the Textile F1.ber Products Identification

help the conaumer.

T;Jll;:f

It ws state

in an editorial, that some labels may make the

concumer wish that they had a degree in chemistry, however, without

the degree they my gain benefits 1n these ways_:
l.

They Will kncrw by the label wbat fibers and how much

of ea.oh is contained in a blend ar canb1nation.
2.

Labels tell the consumer vbat each part of the g&l"llent
is mo.de of, which saves washday difficulties.

3. Years f-.can now when dozens of new trade nt:mies are Mded,
tbe coneumero 1J;lS,Y not becane bewildered if they have

learned the generic terms which mu.st now appear on labels. 1

l
11

Wha.t' s I

Editorial: p.

88.

Mo.de Of .. New Labels · i l l Tell Youw F

Jaur.tial.,

;;.,.,;.;=.......;;;;.;;;;;;;;,;.
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laba.rthe (20) in hfa. discuos on, on "Current Developnents
and a Look Ahead in 'rc>..'tileG and Clothing," stated that the con ...

sumer is on a tln'eshold of new knowledge a.nd skill in the engineering and b

can be

nding of :fibers to produce fabrics vhosc durability

ore accurate

foreca.st.

He further otated that tbi

Textile Fiber Product Identif'i®tion Aet, t
iarch 3, 1960 gives some guidance

co.me e!'fect ve

t

o the conn

er in the

lect

n

and ca.re of fabrics.
?,

~c and Wham ( 21) in their discus a 1o , o£
t e sto.ndards co

for Textiles, '' indicated

serviceo.bi ty features dccme
standpoint.

r construct on a.nd

to be esaentie.l :f'ran the consumers

The pa~sa.e;e of tbio

step t ~ard fulfilling long-s

he 'New St:maord.s

:w bas me nt a. di.o inct fonro.rd
ding hopes for re 11.Q.bl

textile

ce sta.ndardo mich have real meaning to the consumer.

s further stated that

1th ugh fiber 1dcnti:t'icat1on is extremely

important, actual pcrformn.nce ~beling is ev n more important,
c

It

A

lb nation of the tvo types of inf ormat1on - i'ibe-r content and

perfoI'Dll;l.D.Ce - gives the consumers of text le c01111nodities
basis for making viee choices .

The value which

definite

the consuming public

derives fran. the sta.nda.rdc vill depend upon a.n educational program

in which hane econooii<:0 ohould certain:1¥ assume l eadl!rship.

l
"What ' s It Ma.de Of -

Editorial: p.

88.

ew Labels Will Tell You"

Farm Journal,

Petzel ( 28) 1n her article,

tory Textile Labeling, 11

lrMancla

stated the.t the ~ r i ~ Hcue Economics Association supported

tbcoe bills (S1616
l.

tor the follwi.na reasons;

'!"hat em eppi-eeiabl.$ F.t ot the p-.coperties ot a. t&bric
such as electrtc:a:t res1stuice to abrasions are im•
jm-ted by the fiber or fibers used iii its fabrication.
Consumers Should be given an oppot:tun1ty to select
articJ.es tad.e i'rcm ,fibers which best met their :particular

2.

ana. m469)

needs..

That 1"1.ber canposit1QD to the consumer is important
J.n determining apprQpriate methods or care as in
laundering, dry ielaan1ng, pressi!lg and stain remove.l.

3. That fiber canposition is one f'aqtor used in determining price, for the otm.&Ulll8r$ have a right t o lmav
the fiber ccuposit1on of' products t.bat tbey buy and
tbat experience with the Wool labeling A.et bas indicated that such labeling is p;t"8,Ctical..
Di alll0Xt4 ( l2) in his a.t'tiol.e, 'tThe Textile Fiber Products

Id~ntification Act, 11 rclD.ted that the textile act vill a.id the
consumer because it specifico.lly prohibits false advertising of
products v1tbin their scopc.,.

He i"ur,:;}ter stated tll.at identification

of ~iber content is essent.ial to avoid misle~in,g the consumers
e.nd at the same t1me to protoct the manufacturers.

Campbell (ll) in his article , "A Gu14e to !Ielp You Under-

stand the Bew Textile l.abel~~

!Aw, stated tl::le.t of special interest
11

to consumers is the application ot the 1av to piece goods sold in
retail stores to bane sewers.

£ev yards

Of

The law does not require that each

cloth cut t~cm a piece or bolt to till

request be labeled as to fiber content.

a.

customer's

It 1s sutt1c1ent that

the main bolt of f'abri<: be l.a'beled in ~oni'orme.nce w1tll the iav.
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Junger-.il8,n (l9) i.n ber discussion, ''Textile Fiber '.?-L•oducts

Idcntii'ics.tion, 11 recounted that once the general cha.ra.cteristics
of the fiber in one eeneric l7M:'t.ly are learned, and baoic require-

ments for care asooaio:ted with ea.ch, this newest Act paosed by
Congress to help the consumer -will prove a. boo:.1 to selection e.nd care.
Burkholder (9) in his dis~ssion, "Cl.othi.ng: i:rhere 've Been
SatDll

Changes Made," sta.tcu. that thia law, of course, protects the

1ntereats of ma.nuf'act~rers of the dii'f~i-ent fioo~s, but more im~
porte.nt, it offers protection and aid to the consum.er as she begins

to recognize the charactorist~cs of different fiber groups and

learna what to ex:pect from each of them.
In a. rele.tcd discUGsion entitled,

11

Feder.1l. Trade Cct'llllisGion

Moves Ahead With Labeling Act Rul.es, 11 (15) it wo.s indicated that the

new J.a.w heo i."\ro obJectiveo:
1.

To pi--ovidn cons'l..llners with truthful di.oclosttre of fiber
content~

2.

'ro pr<>tect pz-oducers, manu:faeturers tmd distributors
tran hidden presence of BUb$titut.ee of" mixtures in
textile- fiber proclucts .

McCollou.gb. (22) in an article titled, 1rFedera.l Trade

Coomu.-ssion Issues Rules for Enfa.rceuMtut of Textile Products
Labeling Lav,,. stated tha.t the overall pirpose of this act 18 to

require the statement in labels e.nd advertisins of the i'iber con•

tent of tenile products fo-~ tocJay\"s consumers •

.Another discussion related to the study was called, Federal
11
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Trade CO!!lt1ission ProposeB Fiber Rules," (16) which brought out tbe
fact that the Textile Fibe,.- Products Ident1f1.cation J\Ct will help

cJ.artfy the fiber picture for consumere.

The writer f'urtber stated

that some fiber makero think the nev lAw is a good thing because

it tries to help the public know what it 1s buying.
F!'eenian ( 40) ;tn his artiele, "Textile Labeling Act to Cause

Indus.try- a. Gian,t-Size Headache," related that about tbe only trade

interests inclined to favor the b1U were the cu.ttain and drapery
manuracturers who felt that fore1gn-cade materials especially those
!ran JaJ.)8n, nll be set back, and the fl.oor covering industry, which
takes a similar view on foreign can.petition.

Re also indicated

that

the :Nationa.1 Retail Merchants A&Sociation representing more tban

10,000 department and apecie.l.ty stores, opposed the legislation., as
did tna.n¥ industry groups.

Tbey contended that the bil:t. woild not

serve the best interests of ei-ther the consuii,er or the retailer and
that in effect, 1t repreeented the special interests of legislation.

I

He pointed out that Harold P. Kurzman, President. of Lily of' France,
Inc., corset and brassi,ere manuf°actUNr, sa.id M doubted whether
the law would be of any substantial benefit to the consumer, and
called it "more confusing than helpful. 0 One of the fina.l indications

was tbat this legislation 1s the third step at a national level in
the last t-vo deca4es designed to police the labeling, invoicing and

advertising of so:ft goods - apparel, housewares, linens, rugs, house•

hold goods and textiles.
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di

Ce.teliat1c

:bel far '.eexti s, 14

fab ic ma.ker ot

ted that

ar 1c

(10) a rel.a

est Point Manu:f'acturing Cait.pany,

West Point, Georgia, s ~ s tlie general v

v

·mt

the law will

help the consumers.
It io enl
SU

p<)J:'ted or o ~ d th bill.
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S

te of
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J\.ssocia t1on of lool ~u.ta-ct.urers su

in principles, because i

pro cted the consumer

supported by the Joint Ccuaitt.ee on

orted the bill

inst ini branding.
ot. Textiles

a.rid Apparel, the Popular Pr ced Dres
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ha.a a right to be ii:domed about the items which she buyo.

On the

other hand., it was also believed that t.lle cons'l,U!ler should not be
too hopeful about the benefits that ebe ina.y e,::pect i'ran the nev lav.

McCollough {24) in bis publisher's viewpc4.nt ot, "The Fiber
Identif'ication ~v and th,:

Future,'' related that

the law will be

of no eo.rtbly good to tbe eons.im-,?"s vho eventua.~ buy and use

fabrles .
Klurt'eld (41) in an a.rtiole titled, "'l!extile l.abel.s OpPQsed,"
stated that tbe textile 1n'1u6try'$ objections to this bill were

:f'un~ntal.

They- did not believe that the consume~ would be 1n

a.ny better position to purchase

Q.tt

&:rt1cle of e . ~ l 1ntelli.Qently

&im.:ply by being told th.e exact fiber content o£ that article.

It

...,,a,s further otated tMt the cost ot having se~te labels ~or ea.ch
canbinat ion of fibers 1n o. s1ven product would be enormous.
An editQrial appeared 1il the Hew York ~imes (42) which stated

that the National Cotton Council backed le.gislat1on to req~re
lAbel~ of t¢xtile ~oo.uct.~ so that th?:- con.s~r wou.l.d know exact~

,TbAt she is buyins.

Another editorial eutitled, "Fiber Textile Bill

Approved By Bouse" (38) re.lated. only that the l&.v would protect the

con~r.
11

Discussions Qf the 1'e:xtile Fiber Products Identification Act"

tak<?n f.ran tbe C~oions.l Record (51) wre aa fQUows.:
Representative Barris :fr<:c1 Arkanse.s, 1nd1CEt.ted that this is

a very iln.l)Qrte.nt pieee of lDsislation not only to t.be consUIDer 1 wicb

23
mca.no everybody in tl1.0 United States, but !:\lao it ,i.s vei•y important

t.c proJ.ucers of textile fibei.. 11roducts.

Yl1illcis, ste.ted that the ba$1c

pui~~

Re1»,-esen~t.:1~~e Mack,

or

of this legislation is to

provide consumers tmd producers of teA"tile fiber pr~ucts vith
truthful and infoI'Llative labellµg and a.a.vertising c,f tbe i'iber con-

tent of sucll prcducto.
Representative 0 1~~1en of New York 1h his a1$cussivn related
that he hesitated to object even mildl,¥ to a bill which has been
desci•ibed as in the interest oi' the Anie:i:-ican i'anuer, the American
pl'oducer and the Amer:i.ca,u consWAer.

lie also sugget,; tea '\;hat under

t}up leg1sl6.t1on the housewi!e vt.s not oni.y going to be protected,

but slie was also going to be mo1'e conf'used..

Representative Berry

frcm north Carolina, indicated in his discussion that thts la.w is
an im.po1;ta.nt piec;e of legislation; it is a lllilestone in the pro...
tection of both too producer and the con.s~r

or

textiles .

Be

further sta.ted that the consumer v1ll get wb&t he -wants and he
Yill l;r..cr,. vhat he i.a e,-ett-ing,

Representative Sm1th of Mis&issippi said that this legis-

lation seeks. to protect ~he consumer by insuring her that vhen
she l.LL.Ya a textile product, ehe Will know 'llhat fiber& a.re contained
in that product and ~ t can 'be expected of it a:ad hov it sho11ld
be hand.led.

Represente.tive Roberts of Al.abama. felt that he favored

24
HR469 because it enab],ed tlie consumer to
and i

~1

what she is purchasing

vould help protect the cott.-0n farmers.
Related discussions fran tbe Senate were made about the Pro-

posed Textile Fiber Products Identi.fication Act (S1616).

Sena.tor

ill from Oklah~ fel.t tbat no't only does the raw cotton industey

need protection frQn unfair can1>etition, but in addition, the American
people are ent1tled to kncv the content and que.11 ty of textile products

vhich they purchase.

According to Senator Stennis, of Missiasippi, not

only will accurate labeling o:£ textile products protect the interests

of cotton farmers

and other members of the raw cotton industry, but

it will protect the consumer.

With proper :fiber identification in

textile products, consumers can buy and be
of known identity.

ure of getting a. product

1

This, then is a cha.llenge to teachers of Hane Economics at all

They must be inf'o~d as to the rules or the Textile Fiber

levels.

Products Identification Aot, a.od teach them in classroans, uoup orge.ni.-

zat1ons and t every opportunity Where CQl!mUD.1cat1on is possible.

There-

fore, ~rsons trairied in Heme Econanics muet prcnride leadership in an

oduca.t1ona.l program, in light of th~ understanding that one important
cbare.cteristic of Pub1ic Lav 85-897 1s mandatory.

l

U. S. Copttressional Record, 85th Congress, First Session 1957,
Volume 103, Part 3, pp. 37§Ii. ..3795.

CBAPmRIII
PLAN AND SCOPE OF

~

A study of the- Textile Fiber Products !dentifice.tion Act
e.nd its value to tod&.y' s consumers bas been made.

This problem

was selected, first because it -was t1ll!el.y in that it constituted

Since it

e. recent developnent in the progress of consumer aid.$.

is one of the responsibilities of the Home Economics teacher to
provide experiences that vill foster optimum developnent of con-

sumers in

many

areas, the need for eve.luating leg'islation is e.

constant one-. A second ret\SOn for selectins the problem wa.a that

it was felt that an experience, such as this one, would be an
i.D'lpor1:ant step 1n beca:nins more a-ware

or sane

of the values which

may be E!'Fl.ined by the consumer fran this legislation.

Third, the

undertaking of such a stuccy- would provide valuable experience t:<»:

the investigator who was 4).tereeted in gaining a better understanding
and knowledge of the problem and situation that might arise out of

such research.
The specific field selected for this study was the new

textile la.belins law and 1ts ,-alue to consumers.

The problem was

limited so tbe.t saue parts of the law could be adequately studied,

as several. factors have been taken into consideration.

The first

factor -was concerned. wi tll the nature of the law and tbe 1:mportant

thew.~. an.ks Libra.ry
Pra1r

·

-~fP
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provisions vhich uere tnde

:1.'01.·

the protection

or

the conSUDers.

The next factor vas the value of such provi,ions to the consumer
in tbe light of the me.ey chaflges in tile textile i.ndustry.

This study has considered only saoo of t~ maey provisions
of the Textile Fiber Products !dentii'ica.t1on Act.

Umito.tion of

the provisions to be analyzed were based on diccussious tnadc by

various a.uthoritien on the subject,

Their dioous.sions have dealt

mainly with rules on generic fibers, informative labels and m.is-

cellancou~ items.

For example, 1n an 3-rticle l'evimred 1n the

Fa...-.,n Journal ( 34) "What's Ii:; Made of, New Labels Will Tell You, 11

inforcation ws discuosed relative to the rulco selected.

Sane

bases for selection were taken also tran an article by Drake and

Gr1meo (13) on °1.abel Wortl'.13,tion on Drosses in Retail Stores. 0
They e.lso related 1n:t'oi"'Jt8tion found on hfi.'lg tag labels, which
brought out the point that this t ~ of label did not carry enough

inforr...ation for the constl!lle-rs .

In the light of the i~orma.tion

found in the vn.ri.ous discussions, the writer felt that the rules

on the definition of terms, generic f'i'bers, infmi::ative labels· and

Illiacel.laneous items would o.id tbe consumers in their daily selection
of textile fibers.
The information used in this report has been obta1.ued fran
mey sources including the reports frca the Federal Trade Canmission,

Wa~h1ngton, D. C. and i'ran tbe Co~ssional Records.
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The findings were studied, organiZed, discussed and a sumns.ry
was drawn w1 th recamnenaa.tions for further research and for the

teaching to consumers the values of legislation 1n today's societ.y.
Considerina the fact o'f early arriages, 1t seems neces~ to include this information in te&ching youth, as well as adult&.

CBAPmR IV
DISCUSSIOB O F ~ PROVISIONS OF SLAW
ri~ Bane Econanics Aasoo:!&tion bas

A CQ:linitt.ee of the

oB

Econ<'Dics.

ttee f!IJ.ve among otber cmpeteneie,

Tb

to the s ~ under consideration.

on~ which is cl.osel.¥ rela
Tb

worded t.he partic

ecc.petency thus i "~ake a.n intelli

pa.rt 1n legislature and other

nt

which directly

ocial action prog

affect the welfare of individuals and fam,iles. "
College along vith ind~stry has tb

res

rch -- 1n various areas.

F.Ob

Tbe Baae E<lonomics C

or

c nt1nu1ng

ttee trca the

i.Jiiprove tbe attitudes and practices or people in se ..
lect1on and use at c
Qdities, includillg heme turnfs~s, • • • cl-othing
textile fabric used 1n the

home 2

helping to improve the attitudes and l)t'11,Ct1<:es of people in tbe
election. a.nd u

or camnodities, a.nd to find out the

gained fran this legislAtion by the cons

lues that

r.

1
'l'be American Hane Econan1cs A soci&tion., "Home Econ-au.ice Bew
Directions •• A. Statement a£ Philosophy atid ObJ ctive 11 (June 1959),
P· 9.
2

'rbe American ssociati
of Larid-Ore.nt Colleges and State
Univeroities, Div1 io?l- of B
conQn1ca, 11A Statement o~ ObJectives
and Future l>irectiono (November 1959),. pp. 8--9.
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The writer ha.., selecte
generic fibers, infornati
cause th y were so

to stu-o.y rules on definitions,

laools and miscel.J4neous items ,.. •

losely related to the discus$ions by authorities

an the values of the la, to consumer
thought t-0 l.oo~ i'or in textiles .

as vell a,s

Today's consumer with her new

standards of judgment, is caning to expect certain qua-lities in
textile t'abrics.

Probe.bl¥ first in consideration is high style.

Consumers look to the high :fasnion stores f'or leaders ip in style.
Wcmen prefer the soft furry textun:s of mirik. 1 mouton and bee; er,
while in desigl'l the consume:r- is conscious of stripes, pl.a.ids,
heo.ther mixtures and oolids with interest centered in the weave
itself.

While con&umers wnnt high styl.e in luxury fabrics, t ey

also expect fabrics to be easy to <?Bire tor .
traveling o:ress that can be
dry

by morning

They want a summer

undered a.t night, h ~ up to driI>-

is ready to wear with no ironing required.

Like ise, a man rs summer su:1.t must be washable in a meehanical
we.sher, nmst dr1p-d;"y and not r~uire ironing.
C'l!.!'ta.ina that

atcly rehung.

can be

The hanema.ker vants

laundered in an a.utanatic washer and imedi-

Cotton rugs must resist soil in use, and W'hen the

time comes to clean them, tbey mu&t be lAundere.ble 1n the automatic washer ( if not too la.r-ge).

The consumer a.1so wants moth-

proofed wool bJ,anke-ta. 1
1
Isabel B. Wings.tie, rcTOl.."tile.s,

1

pp. 53-55.
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Petzel (27) stated that me be.Sic need of the consumer is the
improved traini.ng

ot

more t,extil.e researcm workers tb.8.n have been

a.veil.able 1n tbe past·.

~:re 1s also a great need for intormation o:t

a aocio..econom1c type which would indicate Vbat values people really
seek in buying dii'f'erent products, wby they seek tbelll, and what, if
aeything, should 'be done to influence consumers tovard buying products vhicl:l will give great.er satisfaction. ~e consumers also need
'
impartial. agencies which itUl conduct rei.tea:rch direct:ly 1n tbe interest

of the consumer and disseminate t.he useful Worma.tion ~ed 1n the
form usea.ble by the cOD.Sumer.
DnJte and Griille& (l.3) in interview$ in 1956.57 vith vanen who

bought ~-to-wear drefJseS showed that about one.bald of tbe wanen
uaually looked for tbe l.abelc when buying.

A n,a.Jority

ot

the vcaen

.

preferred to get care 1ntormt1on :traa la~l.s. ra.tner tban to depend

on the ea.les~rson tor 1t.

The study also shO'Jed t.bat the women

were cnthusuastic about; wrinkle resietal\t t'a:b.r1ca, but. ap~d to
have little real knowledge of finishes and. whet t.hey contribute to

the performance of fe.brics.

They were also intere::!ted in fiber con-

tent 1n relation to care of the fabric.

With a better knowledge 0f

themselves and their wants, the consusners vill bettei- use and appre-

ciate the infinite variety ot new and improved textiles, the canplexity of construction, an expanded palette of ~stu:tta and tbe
more exacting gu.1de$ to textile buying and use that lie ahead.
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It is ap:pa.rent tbat more information is needed on eo,:rment
lebelz.

Jud.gi.ng by custc:r.£rs cctlpla1nt8 of pr:e-Worl.d War II days

a.n.d similar compl.!l.ints ten yca::s later in 1947, there need.a to be
a e;rce.t effort to s.ulda and educ~~.;e the mt,bl1c concerning fabric

va.luca.
An informed buyer e.J.v~ys reads the l.abel.

The cultivation

of the ha.bit of' reading label.'3 is an essential in intelligent con-

sumernhip.

It i.J importrult for the consumer t-o know \that a good

la.bel is and ,1hat to lool: t'or .men reading labels.

When ref'ercncc is macla to good labels it i& necessary to
specify for 'W'hoo the labels are intended,

Fundamentally, good

labels for cons'll):I);1rS are also good labels for p-roduccrs as a 'Whole
s.nd vie~ vei·oo.

Uhile this ia certainly true 1n the 1ong run, sane

producers dicagreo with sa;ie of the proporolG which have 'been suggested to m:lke :l.a.bels good. from the standpoint of corwumers.

It

must be kept in mind that to the producer a label is a. selling
device, while to the qonsumer 1 t is a. buying device.

Good labels, :rrari the consumers standJ;>oint, a.re those which
provide the necease.ry kinds and quantities of 1:1:fo:rmati,on in a mw:mer
'1hich ma.k,es it easy for tbem to select goods \l'hich best :fit their
need.s with the least f!Xl)erid1t.ure

~

their time, effort, e.nd money.

This tQe~ns that labels must provide specific kinds o:r information

in specific ways.

Fi·c:m the stand.point of consumers, good labels therefore:
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l.

Are attractive, conspioious enough to ·a ttract attention,

convenient to

a:ep for :further reference

if necessa_ry and Buitab~

a.tta.ched to the product.
'?he appe&.rfl,llCe of good labels is not tbeit most 1'u:ndame11tal

characteristic but it is neverth!)less an ~ t o n e .
ere a.s attractive as

;it iB posa1ble

objec~1on to glamorous labels.

a.s

to

m,J.ke- them.

Good labels

There is no

In fact, label.8 'may be as glamorous

the ingehl.dty and desi:res of Fod.ucers perinit.

Good labelS are Go made and so placed on

&

product that the

attention of both salespers0ll8 and cOllBurniers 1s directed tc them.
Unlesa they are eona:pieious, ~~sons may ignore them and consumers me.y not think to look fat them..

Good labels are, therefore,

not placed where they are not noticed.

the size
e,o.rry

a.nd ~pe of l.abel.S are important factors if they

guarantees or directions tar uso

Ql"

care '1£ prod.\icts.

Pur-

cbasers TIIAY vl-sh to f 1~ a- label it tho guarantee 1t carries 1a

important to them.

Lika'dse,

~

labels bea.t' essent.ta.1 1nfornation

regarding dl.reotians for iwa ~ care.
.reMy reference.

!L'beee heed to be kept tor

Good labels ore suttieient~ !Arge ao t h a t ~

&re not ea.silzy' lost _or destroyed.
Good labels are 'Wll e.tta<:hed to pi'oduct.s.

It label$ are

loot or taken off befo1.-e c ~ r s 1nspeet the llX'oducts, they v.re
of no value.

On the other band, if labels a.re such that they muet

be removed before productG ~ be used,

they

should not be so

r1rm4r
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attached tb&t they are nuisance~

directions -tor use or

~ they shOl.lld

they mu.at be destr~d to
2.

If J.aoel.G earry l3W,\l"a.ntees or

not be so attacliad thD.t

set them off.

Provide definite. <:®crete facts concerning types of

products, their form.a, varieties, quantities in ~ckaeea and the
sizes of productsj tbc ntlAt1ve value ot the clli\.racter1.ot1c, if
possible, and oeseribe hov to use products and limi to care for
them♦

The most essentio:l cba'racteristic of good l.abeJJJ 1e tbe
provision or definite, concrete information a.bout tbe products
on vbich tbey are uaed.

This does not mea.n tb.a.t a.ll the in:tot'•

tie.ti.on which io impor·te.nt tQ conaumetrs is i~cted before pur ...
ahD.se, a.ild if their .!mporte.nt features are readi~ observable,

tbere 1$ no need to eive such information on their label.S.
The kinds of infc«-tion concerning products whi.cm sbou1d
be siven on la\::lels or vhich should 'be observable by cmwumera

mD,'f

be

divided '-1).to five mjor groups, namely (l) types of pro-

d'l.cts, (2) quc.ntities, (3) s1zes., (4) c:haracterlst1cs

ot pr-Od.ucts

~

that is, their quality or their performance 111 use and (5) their
use and care.

Not all of these kinds of intormaticn -needs to be

p,:ovided for every product but they do apply re,ther genel'$lly.
3.
1n.

Set forth 1n a praninent vaDDer the necessary facts

generally recognized standardized terms vh1ch

&l'."e

understandable

to consumers, or which may be explained on the labels if necessary.

On good labels, the mterial lrbich is important to consumers 1s set f'orth in simple, clear, and understandable terms

which cannot b& easily rnisinte~ted.

technical terms are never used.

This d.oes not mean that

Such terms a.re to be a.voided

only wen it is too difficult to expl.a.in them on labels or to
teach consumers to understalld and interpret their meani ngs.

The

consumers• ability to interpret. technical terms my be underrated.
The terms used on good l.abels are standardized in the sense
tbfl.t e.ll who e.re concerned agree in regard to their meanings.

It

is important that the same terms al.va.ys mean the same thing regardless of the goods on which they are used.
terms are not easily" misinterpreted.

Tbe meanings of these

If meanings ve.ey fran pro-

ducer to producer or :f.':rom time to t;tme, great coni'usion results.
Moreover, when terms and their meanings va,ry it is vecy dif:ficult
to educate consumers to use them intelligently.

4.

Provide means of ident~i.Jig products (brand.a) , their

sources (names and addresses of nia.nutaot~rs or distributors ) ,

and the inspecting and certify~ ageJlcies.
It is important that consumer$ have sa:oe me'thod 0£ identifying products which tbey bave used or heard about.

For tb.1.s reason

brands have a praninent place on good labels.

Since brands serve to identify products, c ~ r s do not
a$ a. rule consciously feel

~ need

of manufactw.-ers or distrib4.tors,

of knowing the names and addresses

Consumers my, nevertheless, find
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::;uch inf' rmation usei'ul if they wish to buy a. product ::f'rO!ll the same
::m1.•rcc

.:J

one the;r already 1

a.bout.

'.the

Il.3Zl?C

of the

ker or

o t 1s possible.

distr.ibu., r on the label

5..

CN

Are free i>i·au. :fal.Ge or misleading statements and pictures

a.rid irrelevant me.terial

It

may

seem rather obvious to ota.te that ,good la

f!'om false or m.1.sleadin mator·a1.
lavs bav~ bad to

l. are free

Yet this is so important t-ha.t-

enacted to prevent the use of such material.

Good labels tell nothipg but the truth and are f'ree fr
mo.~t<ial wbich mie1eada consumers and may also take up

irrele-wnt

• ce o

labels

,mich CO\lld usually be uned to better ad.van~ in describing products .

6.

Canply with all legal regulations 'l'egarding labeling.

When labels state ttio.t goods conform to certain sx,ecif'1C3tions

such as those set u,p by the

oveI'JJll:ien·t, good labels specify 'Jlio cert1-

fies the goods as meeting those spec ficationa ~r vho tested the goods.
Manufacturers are- on tlic thre bol.d of oev knowledge and skill
1n the engineering e.nd blending of f'1bere to produce ::rabr ics whose

end--use servicea.bill.ty can be more accurately forecast.
defined in Rule I w11l

id the

The terms

nufacturer in understa.ndin

terms

tha.t are to be used on labels •
. The TeA'tile Fi

r Products Identification Act attempts to

forth information deemed

:uable

set

to the consumer on the generic names

l

Jessie V. Coles, Standards and Labels for Consumers• Goods,

pp. 87-88.

l

of :ti

rs.

'?he' p

sent vicl&spread use of trade nameo bad led

that there a.re a ~ t man.y- difi'erent fibers

consumers t o belle

but there are not ne
~

ost

recognition

ly so ma.DY as tb
Of

c ~ r is led t

believe.

even tbe fi v generic names, s1,1Ch as cotton.,

rayon, eyl.on., and dacron will help when the izl;iposing list of sixte n
classifications excl.\mive ot the natural"' fibers, confronts shoppc:trs,

not f:l.ll a.t once, bu.t on the

Mny·

different ta a and label.S.

comee the reaponsib111ty of the ~onsumer to

make his

lt be•

application of

the nev ruling helpf"u.l in the every(J.ay selection or textile

roduQts.

These nev ca~gories can be net, and tbeir ·q ualities and charac-

tcriatics ean be asaimile.ted into the mind

&8

have each ot the fiber

families as they have moved into a.Qdern markets.

Rel)8t.1tion 1s one

of the tundame~tals o f " ~ , and because the S'!n.Bric name i

the

tra4e name, the

generic nmne can be a. elue to expected. performance
The

uon

PJ;"

establlsbtjig generic

DIUlle

needed

care.

l

for $yntbet1c fibers,

says Harvey JI. Hannah> Chief, Division <1l Textiles and Furs of the
'
Fede?'6l Tl"ade C'8\iss1cm
!.s to deacribt; the sue kind or i'1ber.

4

relatively Blight retinement in c~ition of an exiting fiber gives

rise toe. nev trt\de name.

2

'

l

--

Jungerms.n, loc. cit.
2

11
Fl'C PropoQes Fiber Rules,"
(February 23, 1959), pp. 4o...41

C-1.cal and E

------~=M..;:;:;.;;;.::.;:;;::::ii~;:;.:;.::.&.
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C

38
~o illuatra

the points about generic names that should

a~a.r on lA ls, tpe write+ baa included same examples ot labels
in Figure l tbat have been designe.d to hQlp the con&umr, as shown
by Jungerman.

l

Me.n;r def'initions. have been e tablished for manu ..

f'actured f'ibera w1ch the consUIIX!r will f nd or cons1derab1 ve.l •
These

f'initioo

tor exmuple are to

be included on the label.a:

Ru1 7 (c) polyester -• a mnu.tactured :fiber in. which the fiber

ubstanc:

forming

1s

~

:long chain synthetic po.~r eanposed of

a.t least 851, by weight of' an ester of

a dib,ydr1c a cohol

terephthalic acid (p--Rooc..C6'14 - CooB).

'mlis 1s

one

one vriter stated t.ba.t sane labels may- me.ko the cons

and

ason w)ly

rs wish

they had a degree in Qhemiot'ey-~

?:here

are &l,so var:l.OUB- procedures for

names for nianu.f'aetured fibers

UCh

e tabllahing ge

ric

as:

ppli«:e.tion in which 1B tated:
l.

~

the fiber should not be 1dentil1ed by o~ of the

generic names a ~ estabU~ by the c~S$1on.

~a11poa1tion of the tiller~

2.

The cbe,nice.

3~

Sugsestecl nwes 8.1).d propc>sed definitions for the fiber.

4.

Any other inf'o,:,nat.ion necessary,

5,

'l'he earliest date on which the applicant p r ~ s to

market or handle the ttber.

l

Ju.ngerman,
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All things beillg ~u.a.l about this rule relative to how the
nomea are esta'blisbed for uamufactu.red fibers, tbe writer believes

tba.t the consumer 1.a ~ll protected~

~ n the tDfl.D.Uh.cturer-s

So

t:brOugb these proced~s tor. all fibers the consumer has not much

to be disturbed e-bout and ecpecia.Uy oo, i.f he knows the cha.rao•
~

teri.Stics 0£ the f1ber

stated iu Rule r( of th.e re~t!ons.

(See Appendix., :&xhibit A).

Generi~ names and fibers e.re important to the consUlller, but
they m®t be attached to the ~ n t for tbe c ~ : r to see.

'l'bese

1teil1$ ~hould 'be ple.cecl on label.t:I, therefore, 1.e.bels had to 'be con-

sidered. Rules 15 t.brough l9 and 4o or tb.e J\ct-. a.tte=:qrc to standardize
labels by setting up baaic principles

soverru..na

1nformat1.on to be

placed on them.

'.IDlese rules requ~ label.s t.hat are e.pprQVriAtc to the nature
and typt:) of product on which they a.re used fl.nd i'urtber requ.ire

tmt

tbQ label ~ooiain a.tta.chod to the wciduct Wltil it is sold and deUvered

to tho ultimate coQSUmeJ~.

If the consumer hncMo scaething about vbat

he is buying it will~ Yell 1n a long :run, e::.p,c:lall.y W1th the
~ i n g resu.J.ts cc..dng

rran

~

test tube or ~ c s . l reseat<;b lAbara-

t-ories and the variety at desi~ and qualities offered f:ar 'the con•

sumer•s choice.

It is increasingly ditficult for the consumer to

choose wiaely vithout

SQne

information on the oloth1na he is coo...

sid.eri.ns; !ts Cbaracter1et1cs and how it should 'be cared :ror.

There are sane guide-posts on the labels attached to

tm

of' the articles 'for

i::iany

ehlightemDent of the ine.xperienced buyer.

SO?OO of these, for example, are ;

Yarn - Sane ·
the yarn in a. fabr,.o.

s tbe label will mention t e character of
This in particula+ly true i

the case

ot

' ye:rn" ia used an e label attached
If' the term "combed

cotton yarns.

to cotton kni. tted ti.nderwe

or a ma.n's shirt, the purchaser nay

know tha.t smooth, lustrous

nd high quality yarns bave been -u.sed.

When the vord Pim:i or Egypt:iA."l. is used on a. label, it means that
cotton fibers of excellent character have been em.ployed :for the
Two-ply ya;rns are stro~r than single ~ns, so if the

ya.mo,

shopper reads

11

2 X 2 11 or "t-wo-ply yarns'' on a label he is likewise

o.ssure-d of good du....-abl.e :,arns. 1

To ill.ustrate again:

1f' rw..es on labels state that a fabric

contains cotton and 5'fo Acril.an, the label must read 95'1 cotton and

51, other fiber , not 5i Aoril.E\n~
is stated firs

2

The fiber

and then. the least a,m

Of the largE!St amount

t is sta~d laut.

If' the

consm:1er reads the label thorouQhly be will find many ¢de-paste

to better values .
The la.st part o:f the discussion deals vith e. group of miscellaneous rules .

Those rules to be discussed a.re 9,

o,

11, 12,

l
M

Evans, Better Clotne:1 For Your Money:, pp. 19..20.

2

"Will Consumers Benefit Fr~ the New Textile La.bEtllng Act?"

(March, 19(5()),

l) •

9.

13 and 14-.

These rules deal with the use

ot fur bearins animal

nanes, ttber content of elastic ye.rn,. floor coverings, triuaings,
retl!llants and products ot \lllknow:p :f'i'bere.
Many' -.nutacturers m,.ke waring apparel tran fabric that

·

looka like pure fur from a tur bearing animaJ., but this rule 1)1'<:>•
h1bits tJle manufacturer froa using the
or

&

name that is similar.

Q&me

of a. fur bearing an.11:ial

It tbe consumer sbou,ld purchase

labeled as fur IMld should clean it

u

e.ri

item

the label suggests, it my

not turn ou.t as the cow,;umer expected.

rus rule protects the

consumer frca. the deceptive goods.
Elastic

yar?l.

or ma.terl&l plays an illlport,ant pa.rt 1n apparel

because 1 t is found 1n

~

o'!: t..b&

items lth1ch the consumer uses,

-

such as underwear, hosiery &.11d Otiter garments.

?.'he f'iber cOQtent

is ~port.ant, because it t.be cQQSWDer knows the fiber content, she
will know how to treat the items o:r- vbat valuable information to

give the c ~ r s when the article ts to be cle&ned.
When the. saJ.osr.oan says;

11

Wi).t0Q., Axiainster, or h9lldmsde

Oriental. rug," the cOAsumer usua~ thinks of wool rugs.

Tbis

is because the maJor pa:x-t of the rug, part1c-..2larl;y the pile, is

wool.

SQDe handmade 1"UBB a.re made of part cotton, silk &rid otber

fibers and in order to p:rQperl.y care for tne
Should have some baSic information.

ruas

the consumer

Thia basic 1ilformation

'11/Ay'

be

acquired through labels 'W'bich will be of consid.era.ble value to the

consumers !n the selection and care ot floor cover1ns.
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If any textile e.rtiole is made w1th triirlnings, the label.

should tell if the tr1mming

me

been tncluded 1.n the fiber content.•

It is important far tbe consumer to take necessary precautions in
her trea.tmen.t of articles tbat a.re trimmed vith :fabrics of dU'ferent
fiber content.

Such information on labels is of value to the con-

sumer 1n belping her to preserve the lasting be&uty of both triming
and article.

Products containing unknown fibers a.re, sanetimes good values
and useful items.

Tbey are lAbeled for example, "Made of :miscella-

neous scraps of unde-termined fiber content. u

Good bargains can be

obtained by purchasing reJ1Ul&llts that are labeled •tremnants of

determined fiber content
fibers.

OJ:

remnants labeled l<XYI, cotton or

\Ul•

.othei"

Whenever mercbandi1;e is n:ade fran remnants it bhould be so

listed on the label.

Thia provision 1s valuable to the cC>rlSUJDl!r W'ho

purchases remna.n~,. in that, it will gi'lfe ber a knowledge of the
qualities in the fabric which llllLke an article suitable for a ~rte.in

use or durable for lons "Wear.

These provisions are \l'aluable to the

coI1Gumers and should be ~ t i n classes or in groups.

CHAPmR V
~ AND REC~IONS

The cam.on law f!P.ve the consUJiler-buyet ve-ry 11ttle protection

against dishonest sellers.

Early court decisions in effect said that

the bu.yer knows or ought to know as much about the na.ture and quailty
of the goods which he is buying as the seller.

Since buyers and

sellers barge.in on equal. terms, 1'hy should not the buyer be selfreliant and take care of his interests?

In other uerds, uLet the

buyer 'beware" (caveat emptor).

Thie principle f"a.vored the seller, who certain~ knew' more
a.bout the goods he -was selling tban did the buyer.

As a result buyers

f'elt tba.t their interests sho\tld be protected through sane kinds of
warranties.

The courts tried to a.id bu,yers by im;posing rules and

obligations on. the sellers, hwever, they wre careful to point out
that rules protected the buyers only in case of hidden im}?erfections
-which on ree.sona.ble ins}?ection would not shov up.

In shOrt

II

ca.veat

emptor11 was still a principle governing a transaction, between buyer

and seller.
The inadequacies of tbe remedies under ccarnon le.v have led

local, state and liationa.l governments to assume the duty of protecting
the consU11Er-buyer.

Within recent years a great 1ll&DY' statutes have

been :i;nssed for tbe protecti.on of consumers.

Because at these statutes

various government agencies have been created, to tAke over the res-
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ponsibility of achieving the purposes and aims oi' tbe statutes.

One

of these agencies is the Federal Trade Commission vhich administers
the Wool Products IabeJ.ing Act of 1.939., as well as the moat recent

act now under discu.aaion.
The purpose o

l

this st~

has been: (1) to a.scertain in no far

textile labeling laV to today 1 s con•

as poss1ble t.he value of the ne

sumers; (2) to determine whether the law has prov ded adequa:tcly
types of protection needed by the cons-umers; ( 3) To determine protective

cmuces, a.s o:tated 1n h~ J..,.y 'vba.t a.re of value to the consumers; (4)

r.,o

tentative recanmendatio s based on those principles which were

ke

conaidered valic. by a.uthoritie

on consumer education.

'?he survey o:t

llterature revealed a number o.f periodic.a.ls, documents, books

Q.nd

newspaper which were a.vaile.ble in the libra.riea as wel.l a.s ficm the

Fe era.l '1!radc Commission, Washiugton, D. C.
It was assume

that

e new textile J.abel.i.ng law should

evaluated thoroughly to determine the extent of the values thnt it

may gain for the conaumer.
labels

a.re

It was ~lso a.saumed that in:f'ormati•re

lua.b~ a;i.ds for c nsumers 1n intelligent select-ions of'

quality merchandise.

It

s further

s.s,.uoed

t the generic names

of fibera placed on labels woul.d help the consumer in selectj_ng

now and in the future.

Another a.ssuinption

s t

iteJD.s

t if consumers o.re

to becane canpet nt in tbe selection of consumer goods, they must
conoistently e>..1?ress tb 1r wants when l)Ul~chaoing.

l

--

S. Qeorge Getz, lac. c;i.t.

It was believed
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that there is a conti..YJ.UOU.5 need for educators to teach concumers a.t

evei-y opportunity where CQ!QU?lication is possible.
It ws noted at 'the ou:tset of the study that the basis for

the finclines rested upon four p~ses which have been restated in
the preceding pi.rs.graph..

In exe,mi.ning the purposes, their valid.ity

-was maintained.; one ma,y, feel confident in claiming tmt the law is

or value to the con.aumer.
'l'be first purpose was to ascertain in so tar as possible the

value of the ne'W' textile ll,.'beling law to the consumer.

Sane of the

findings in the literature have definite bearings on this purpose.
These findings were :
l.

The consumer will know· by the label vhs.t fibers and how

much of each is contained in a blend (i)r ccabina.tiDn.

The label wiU

also give sane guidance for the selection and ca.re of .fabrics .

2.

It protectf? the cons~r by prohibiting falSe advertis-

ing of products within the consumers scope.

The second purpooe wa.s su.sta:ined in the disc\lSaion of rules

on labels.

The needs of the consumer were studied a.nd it w.s found

:t,hat o. need existed for informative labels on

te-xtile goods and

finishes, sueb as v.r-inkle resistant, shrinkage and fabrics tbat re•
quire a minimum of ce,re.
The ·third purpose wa.s sustained ' through the discussion of

four groups of rules.

These rules were selected fran the law and

discussed. a.a to their value to consumei-s.

The rules discussed

were :

(l) Definition o:f terms, (2 ) Generic nam1ng of fabric, (3) Infor-
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native la.bel.S e.nd (4) Miscellaneous items.

These rules were discussed

e.nd ewluated ancl were :f'ow1,1' to attempt, to adequately protect the coa-

sumer interests.
In the 11.aht- cf' the t'ind.ine;s in this resea.:ccb, the f'inl',l.l purpose
vas sustained, and the f'ol.lw.1.ng ~camnenda.tion& :were made rtth the con•
cept in mind that tW-;:; textile law doe& not ~;td the constlllier.

1'b.e reccm•

mnc1at1ona a.re:

(1) That copies of textile l&ws be nade a.vailable to students
on the high 30hOOl o.s veil

af3

coll.ege level thrQugh nuch c.ourses as

clothin$, tcxt.ilos and cons\,3ner econteico.

Somo $tuoonts my need

tex-t.ile b~era for sto:i.-es, u.nd ell students. e~::pc-ct to be cOJ!lpuaers.
This pb,..'\se or tile course, it is hoped, will serve as a st;imulus to
develo.:i;, interest 1n one <:Ft these careere a.nd. i\trnit)h t~ basic foundation
for

00010

vocations 1n 'Jhicb tbe s:tudent Tre,.y re interc~wd.

{2} That more stress be put on textile m.ua in the textiles,

clot.hine and conaumer od.ucation classes. A brief u,nit cm textile laws
should eive students a ~nse of value for legislation, in.osed to aid
th~ consun~r.

Students aboulJl be te.~t to ie.entify rules that do

not aid tbe buyer.
{3) 1'hat the cons~r be bel.ped in mwµig u-~t to expect ot
fa.bric finishes and also be advi~ed to consider bct'oro purchasing textile
,

goods, tbe

~

purposes tor ·"lb.icb the textileu can be used.

(4) That eow;'llm'3rs lea.rn to appreciate

the inherent qualities

ot

a fa.bric:, such as tbe launderabiUt;y, suitab1U1.y and durability ot
fabrics for prolonged \Mar.

(5) That the coo.sumer should rMd and understand t.be percentages of each :fiber and~ Otllel' 1n.fot'l1Btion that appea.ra on a
label.

(6) That tin&nc1&l support be increased to colleges to be
used for training of text1W research vorker.s, and that me.ny- abl.e
students be e n c ~ to speQ1al.1.M 1n that phase ot tbe work.

(7) Finally, that tbeN sbculd be additional. Joint educational progr8,ZD.13 for monuf'acturers and consume-rs so tb&t the

COO.•

sumero will be t h ~ aeg_uainted with the factors which should
be considered 1n making selections of textile fabrics.

Aleo, the

manufacturer may becQtle Wormed on the need.a of eonsumers i'or
textile fabrics.
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RULES AND REG ULATIONS UNDER
THE TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS
IDENTIFICATION ACT
RULE 1 - Terms Defined.
As used in these rules, unless the context otherwise specifically requires:

(a) The term "Act" means the "Textile Fiber Products Identification Act"
(approved September 2, 1958, 85th Congress, 2nd Session; 15 u. S. C. § 70, 72
stat. 1717).
(b) The terms "rule," "rules," "regulations," and "rules and regulations"
mean the Rules and Regulations prescribed by the Commission pursuant to Section
7(c) of the Act.
(c) The definition of terms contained in Section 2 of the Act shall be applicable
also to such terms when used in rules promulgated under the Act.
(d) The term "United states" means the several states, the District of Columbia, and the Territories and possessions of the United States.
(e) The terms "required information" and "information required" mean
such information as is required to be disclosed on labels or invoices and in advertising under the Act and Regulations.
(f) The terms "label," "labels," "labeled," and " labeling" mean the s tamp,
tag, label, or other means of identUication, or authorized substitute therefor,
required to be on or affixed to textile fiber products by the Act and Regulations and
on which the information required is to appear.

(g) The terms "marketing or handling" and "marketed or handled," when
applied to textile fiber products, mean any one or all of the transactions set forth
in Section 3 of the Act.
(h} The terms " invoice" and "invoice or other paper" mean a written account,
order, memorandum, list, or catalogue, which is issued to a purchaser, consignee,
bailee, correspondent, agent, or any other person, in connection with the marketing
or handling of any textile fiber product transported or delivered to such person.
(i) The term "outer coverings of furniture, mattresses, and box springs"
means those coverings as are permanently incorporated in such articles.
U) The term "wearing apparel" means any costume or article of clothing or
covering for any part of the body worn or intended to be worn by individuals.

(k) The term "beddings" means sheets, covers, blankets, comforters, pillows,
pillowcases, quilts, bedspreads, pads, and all other textile fiber products used
or intended to be used on or about a bed or other place for reclining or sleeping
but shall not include furniture, mattresses or box springs.
(l) The term "headwear" means any textile fiber product worn exclusively on
or about the head or face by individuals.
(m) The ter_m "backings," when applied to floor coverings, means that part
of a floor covering to which the pile, face, or outer surface is woven tufted hooked
lalitted, or otherwiSe attached, and which provides the structural b;i;e of th; floor '
covering. The term "backings" shall also include fabrics attached to the structural
base of the Iloor covering in such a way as to form a part of such structural base

'
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but shall not include the pile, face, or outer surface of the floor covering or any
part thereof.
(n) The term "elastic material" means a fabric composed of yarn consisting
of an elastomer or a covered elastomer.
(o) The term "coated fabric" means any fabric which iS coated, filled,
impregnated, or laminated with a continuous-film-forming polymeric composition
in such a manner that the weight added to the base fabric is at least 35% of the
weight of the fabric before coating, filling, impregnation, or lamination.
(p) The term "upholstered product" means articles of furniture containing
stuffing and shall include mattresses and box springs.
(q) The term "ornamentation" means any fibers or yarns imparting a visibly
diScernible pattern or design to a yarn or fabric.

(r} The term "fiber trademark" means a word or words used by a person to
identify a particular fiber produced or sold by him and to distinguish it from fibers
of the same generic class produced or sold by others. Such term shall not include
any trade mark, product mark, house mark, trade name or other name which
does not identify a particular fiber.
(s) The term "wool" means the fiber from the fleece of the sheep or lamb or
hair of the Angora or Cashmere goat (and may include the so-called specialty fibers
from the hair of the camel, alpaca, llama, and vicuna) which has never been reclaimed from any woven or felted wool product.
(t} The term "reprocessed wool" means the resulting fiber when wool has been
woven or felted into a wool product which, without ever having been utilized in any
way by the ultimate consumer, subsequently has been made into a fibrous state.
(u) The term "reused wool" means the resulting fiber when wool or reprocessed
wool has been spun, woven, knitted or felted into a wool product which, after having
been used in any way by the ultimate consumer, subsequently has been made into a
fibrous state. (16 CFR § 303. 1)
RULE 2 - General Requirements.
(a) Each textile fiber product, except those exempted or excluded under Section
12 of the Act, shall be labeled or invoiced in conformity with the requirements of
the Act and Regulations.
(b) Any advertising of textile fiber products subject to the Act shall be in conformity with the requirements of the Act and Regulations.
(c) The requirements of the Act and Regulations shall not be applicable to
products required to be labeled under the Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939
(Public Law 76-850, 15 U.S. C. 68, 54 Stat. 1128).
(d) Any person marketing or handling textile fiber products who shall cause or
direct a processor or finisher to label, invoice, or otherwise identify any textile
fiber product with required information shall be responsible under the Act and
Regulations for any failure of compliance with the Act and Regulations by reason
of any statement or omission in such label, invoice, or other means of identification
utilized in accordance with his direction, provided that nothing herein shall relieve
the processor or finisher of any duty or liability to which he may be subject under
the Act and Regulations. (16 CFR § 303. 2)
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RULE 3 - Fibers Present in Amounts of 5% or Less.
In disclosing the constituent fibers in required Lnformatlon, no fiber present
in the amount of five percentum. or less of the total fiber weight shall be designated
by its generic name or fiber trademark, but shall be designated as '' other fiber. ''

Where more than one of such fibers are present in a product, they shall be
designated in the aggregate as "other fibers." (16 CFR § 303. 3)
RULE 4 - English Language Requirement.
All required information shall be set out in the English language. If the required
information appears in a language other than English, it also shall appear in the
English language. The provisions of this rule shall not apply to advertisements in
foreign language newspapers or periodicals, but such advertising shall in all other
respects comply with the Act and Regulations. (16 CFR § 303. 4)

RULE 5 - Abbreviations, Ditto Marks, and Asterisks Prohibited.
(a) In disclosing required information, words or terms shall not be designated
by ditto marks or appear in footnotes referred to by asterisks or other symbols in

required information, and shall not be abbreviated except as permitted in Rule
33{d).
(b) Where the generic name of a textile fiber is required to appear in immediate
conjunction with a fiber trademark in advertising, labeli.ng, or invoicing, a disclosure of the generic name by means of a footnote, to which reference is made by use
of an asterisk or other symbol placed next to the fiber trademark, shall not be
sufficient in itseU to constitute compliance with the Act and Regulations. (16 CFR
§ 303. 5)

RULE 6 - Generic Names of Fibers to Be Used.
(a) Except where another name is permitted under the Act and Regulations, the
respective generic names of all fibers present in the amount or more than five percentum of the total fiber weight of the textile fiber product shall be used when
naming fibers in the required information; as for example: "cotton, " "rayon,"
"silk," "linen, n "nylon," etc.
(b) Where a textile fiber product contains the hair or fiber of a fur-bearing
animal present in the amount of more than five percentum of the total fiber weight
of the product, the name of the animal producing such Uber may be used in setting
forth the required information, provided the name of such animal is used in conjunc tion with the words "fiber," "hair," or "blend;" as for example:
"80% Rabbit Hair

20% Nylonn

or
"80% Silk

20% Mink Fiber. "
(c) The term "fur fiber" may be used to describe the hair or fur fiber or
mixtures thereof of any animal or animals other than the sheep, lamb Angora goat,
Cashmere goat, camel alpaca, llama or vicuna where such hair or fur fiber or
mixture is present in the amount of more than five percentum of the total fiber
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weight of the textile fiber product and no direct or indirect representations are
made as to the animal or animals from which the fiber so designated was obtained;
as for example:

"60% Cotton
40% Fur Fiber"
or
"50% Nylon
30% Mink Hair
20% Fur Fiber."
(d) Where textile fiber products subject to the Act contain (1) wool, (2) reprocessed wool, or (3) reused wool in amounts of more than five percentum of the
total fiber weight, such fibers shall be designated and disclosed as wool, reprocessed wool, or reused wool as the case may be. (16 CFR § 303. 6)
RULE 7 - Generic Names and Definitions for Manufactured Fibers.
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 7(c) of the Act, the following generic
names for manufactured fibers, together with their respective definitions, are
hereby established:
(a) acrylic - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is any
long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight of
acrylonitrile units (-CH2-yH-).

CN
(b) modacrylic - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is
any long chain synthetic polymer composed of less than 85% but at least
35% by weight of acrylonitrile units (-CH2-<;H-).

CN
(c) polyester - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is any
long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight of an
ester of a dihydric alcohol and terephthalic acid (p-HOOC - c 6H4 - COOH).
(d) rayon - a manufactured fiber composed of regenerated cellulose, as well as
manufactured fibers composed of regenerated cellulose in which substituents have replaced not more than 15% of the hydrogens of the hydroxyl
groups .
(e) acetate - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is
cellulose acetate. Where not less than 92% of the hydroxyl groups are
acetylated, the term triacetate may be used as a generic description of
the fiber.
(f) ~ - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance iS any

long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 80% by weight of
vinylidene chloride units (-CHrCCl2-).
(g) ~ - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is composed of any regenerated naturally occurring proteins.
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(h) nytril - a manufactured fiber containing at least 85% of a long chain polymer
of vinylidene dinitrile (-CH2 -C(CN)r) where the vinylidene dinitrile content iS no less than every other unit in the polymer chain.
(i) nylon - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is any
long chain synthetic polyamide having recurring amide gr oups (-<;;- NH-)
as an integral part of the polymer chain.
0
(j) rubber - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is

comprised of natural or synthetic rubber.
(k) spandex - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is a
long chain synthetic polymer comprised of at least 85% of a segmented
polyurethane.
(1) vinal - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance iS any
long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 50% by weight of
vinyl alcohol units (-CH -CHOH- ), and in which the total of the vinyl
2
alcohol units and any one or more of the various acetal units is at least
85% by weight of the fiber.
(m) olefin - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming s ubstance is any
long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight of
ethylene, propylene, or other olefin units.
(n) vinyon - a manufactured fiber in which the fiber-forming substance is any
long chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight of vinyl
chloride units (-CH 2-CHC1-).
(o) metallic - a manufactured fiber composed of metal, plastic- coated metal,
metal-coated plastic, or a core completely covered by metal.
(p)

-a manufactured
fiber
303. 7)
06 CFR

g1

in which the fiber-forming substance is glass.

§

RULE 8 - Procedure for Establishing Generic Names for Manufactured Fibers.
Prior to the marketing or handling of a manufactured fiber for which no generic
name has been established by the Commission, tiu! manufacturer or producer
thereof shall file a written application with the Commission, requesting the establishment of a generic name for such fiber, stating therein:
(a) the reasons why the applicant's fiber should not be identified by one of the
generic names established by the Commission in Rule 7 of the Regulations;
(b) the chemical composition of the fiber, including the fiber-forming substances

and respective percentages thereof, together with samples of the fiber;
(c) suggested names for consideration as generic, together with a proposed
definition for the fiber;
(d) any other information deemed by the applicant to be pertinent t.o the application, includlng technical data in the form of test methods;

(e) the earliest date on which the applicant proposes to market or handle the
fiber in commerce for other than developmental or testing purposes.
Upon receipt of the application, the CommiSsion will, within sixty (60) days,
either deny the application or assign to the fiber a numerical or alphabetical symbol
for temporary use during further consideration of s uch application.
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After taking the necessary procedure in consideration of the application, the
Q>mmission in due course shall establish a generic name or advise _th~ applicant
at its refusal to grant the application and designate the proper existfng·generic
name for the fiber. (16 CFR § 303. 8)
RULE 9 - Use of Fur-bearing Animal Names and Symbols Prohibited.

(a) The advertising or the labeling of a textile fiber product shall not contain
any names, words, depictions, descriptive matter, or other symbols which connote or signify a fur-bearing animal, unless such product or the part thereof in
connection with which the names, words, depictions, descriptive matter, or other
symbols are used is a fur product within the meaning of the Fur P roducts Labeling
Act.
(b) Subject t.o the provisions of subsection (a) hereof and Rule 6 of the Regulations, a textile fiber product shall not be described or referred to in any manner
in an advertisement or label with:
(1) The name or part of the name of a fur-bearing animal, whether as a
single word or a combination word, or any coined word which is phonetically
similar t.o a fur-bearing animal name, or which is only a slight variation in
spelling of a fur-bearing animal name or part of the name. As for example,
such terms as "Ermine," "Mink," "Persian," "Broadtail, " "Beaverton,"
"Marmink," "Sablelon," "Lam," "Pershian," "Minx," or similar terms
shall not be used.
(2) Any word or name symbolic of a fur-bearing animal by reason of conventional usage or by reason of its close relationship with fur-bearing animals.
As for example, such terms as "guardhair," "underfur," and "mutation, "
or similar terms, shall not be used.

(c) Nothing contained herein shall prevent the nondeceptive use of animal
names or symbols in referring to a textile fiber product where the fur of s uch
animal iS not commonly or commercially used in fur products, as that term is
defined in the Fur Products Labeling Act; as for example: "kitten soft," "Bear
Brand," etc. (16 CFR § 303. 9)
RULE 10 - Fiber Content of Elastic Yarn or Material.
(a) Where a textile fiber product iS made wholly of elastic yarn or material,
with minor parts of rigid material for structural purposes, it shall be identified
as to the percentage of the elastomer, together with the percentage of all textile
coverings of the elastomer and all other yarns or materials used therein.
(b) Where a textile fiber product is made in part of elastic m ateri al and in
part of other fabric, the fiber content of such fabric shall be set forth sectionally
by percentages as in the case of other fabrics. In such cases the el astic material
may be disclosed by describing the material as elastic followed by a l iSting in
order of predominance by weight of the fibers used in such elastic, including the
elastomer, where such fibers are present by five percentum or more. An example
of labeling under this subsection iS:
"Front and back rigid sections:
50% Acetate,
50% Cotton.
Elastic: Rayon, cotton, nylon, rubber."
(16 CFR

§

303. 10)
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RULE 11 - Floor Coverings Containing Backings, Fillings, and Paddings.
In dlsclosibg the required fiber content information as to floor covertngs contalnlng exempted backlngs, fillings, or paddings, the disclosure shall be made in
such manner as to indicate that it relates only to the face, pile, or outer surface
of the noor covering and not to the backing, filling, or padding. Examples of the
form of marking these types of floor coverings as to fiber content are as follows:
" 100% Cotton Pile"

"Face - 60% Rayon, 40% Cotton"
"Outer Surface - 100% Wool." (16 CFR

§

303. 11)

Note: Where it ts desired to disclose the fiber content
of exempted backings of pile floor coverings, such floor
coveringB may be labeled in accordance with Rule 24.
RULE 12 - Trimmings of Household Textile Articles.
(a) Trimmings incorporated in articles of wearing apparel and other household
textile articles may, among other forms of trim, include (1) rick- rack, tape, belting, binding, bra.id, labels (either required or non-required), collars, cuffs, wrist
bands, leg bands, waist bands, gussets, gores, welts, and findings, including superimposed garters in hosiery, and elastic materials and threads inserted in or added
to the basic product or garment in minor proportion for holding, reinforcing or
similar structural purposes; (2) decorative trim, whether applied by embroidery,
overlay, appllque, or attachment; and (3) decorative patterns or designs which
are an integral part of the fabric out of which the household textile article is made;
provtded that such decorative trim or decorative pattern or design, as specified
in clauses (2) and (3) above, does not exceed 15% of the surface area of the household
textile article.
If no representation is made as to the fiber content of the decorative trim or
decoration, as provided for in clauses (2) and (3) above, the fiber content designation of the basic fabric shall be followed by the statement "exclusive of decoration."
(b) The term "findings" may also include elastic material which constitutes a
part of the basic fabric or material out of which the household textile article is
made, where such elastic material does not exceed 20% of the surface area of the
household textile article, provided that the required information as to fiber con.tent
of products subject to this subsection is followed by the statement "exclusive of
elastic." (16 CFR § 303. 12)

RULE 13 - Sale of Remnants and Products Made of Remnants.
(a) In disclosing the required fiber content information as to remnants of
fabric which are for practical purposes of unknown or undetermined fiber con .tent:
(1) The fiber content disclosure of such remnants of fabrics may be
designated 1n the required information as ••remnants of undertermtned fiber
content."
(2) Where such remnants of fabrics are displayed for sale at retail, a conspicuous sign may, in lieu of individual labeling, be used 1n immediate
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conjunction with such display, stating with respect to required fiber content disclosure that the goods are '' remnants of undetermined fiber content. "
(3) Where textile fiber products are made of such remnants, the required
fiber content information of the products may be disclosed as "made of remnants
of undetermined fiber content. "
If any representations as to fiber content are made with respect to such remnants, the provisions of this subsection shall not apply .

(b) Where remnants of fabrics are marketed or handled in bales, bundles, or
packages and are all of the same fiber content or are designated in the manner
permitted by subsection (a) of this rule, the individual remnants need not be labeled
if the bales, bundles, or packages containing such remnants are labeled with the
required information including fiber content percentages or the designation permitted by subsection (a).
(c) Where remnants of fabrics of the same fiber content are displayed for sale
at retail, a conspicuous sign may, in lieu of individual labeling, be used in immediate
conjunction with such display, stating the fiber content information with respect to
such remnants; as for example: "remnants, 100% cotton," "remnants, 50%
rayon, 50% acetate," etc. (16 CFR § 303. 13)
RULE 14 - Products Containing Unknown Fibers.
(a) Where a textile fiber product is made from miscellaneous scraps, rags,
odd lots, textile by-products, or waste materials of unknown, and for practical

purposes, undeterminable fiber content, the required fiber content disclosure may,
when truthfully applicable, indicate that such product is composed of miscellaneous
scraps, rags, odd lots, textile by-products, or waste materials, as the case may
be, of unknown or undetermined fiber content; as for example:
"Made of miscellaneous scraps
of undetermined fiber content. "
"Made of miscellaneous rags of
undetermined fiber content. "
"Made of miscellaneous odd lots
of undetermined fiber content. "
"Made of miscellaneous textile by-products
of undetermined fiber content. "
"Made of miscellaneous waste materials
of undetermined fiber content. "

No representation as tc, fiber content shall be made as to any textile fiber
product designated as being composed of undetermined fibers. If any representation as to fiber content is made with reference to such products, a full fiber content disclosure shall be required.
(b) Nothing contained in this rule shall excuse a full disclosure as to fiber
content if the same is known or practically ascertainable. (16 CFR § 303. 14)
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RULE 15 - Label and Method of Affixing.
The label required to be on or affixed to the textile fiber product shall be such
as is appropriate to the nature and type of product. Such label shall be conspicuously
affixed to the product or, where permitted, its package or container. in a secure
manner and shall be of such durability as to remain on and attached thereto throughout the sale, resale, distribution and handling of the product, and, except where
otherwise proVided, shall remain on or be firmly affixed to the product or, where
permitted, its package or container when sold and delivered to the ultimate consumer. (16 CFR § 303.15)
RULE 16 - Arrangement and Disclosure of Information on Labels.
(a) The information with respect to textile fiber products required to be shown
and displayed upon the label shall be that which is required by the Act and Regulations, including the following:
(1) The generic names and percentages by weight of the constituent fibers
present in the textile fiber product, exclusive of permissive ornamentation,
in amounts of more than five percentum in order of predominance by weight
with any percentage of fiber or fibers required to be designated as "other fiber"
or "other fibers" appearing last.
(2) The name, provided for in Rule 19, or registered identification number
issued by the Commission, of the manufacturer or of one or more persons
marketing or handling the textile fiber product.
(3) If such textile fiber product is an imported product, the name of the
country where such product was processed or manufactured.
(b) All parts of the required information shall be conspicuously and separately
set out on the same side of the label in such a manner as to be clearly legible and
readily accessible to the prospective purchaser, and all parts of the fiber content
information shall appear in type or lettering of equal size and conspicuousness, provided, however, that the required name or regiStered identification number may
appear on the reverse side of the label if it is conspicuous and accessible, and
provided further, that the required name may be conspicuously set out on a separate
label which iS prominently and conspicuously displayed in close proximity to the
label containing the other required information. Where only one end of a cloth label
iS sewn to the product in such a manner that both sides of the label are readily
accessible to the prospective purchaser, the required fiber content information may
appear on the reverse side of the label if the front side of such label clearly and
conspicuously shows the wording "Fiber Content on Reverse Side." On products
as to which sectional disclosure iS used, an additional non-deceptive label may be
used showing the complete fiber content information as to a particular section or
area of the product.
(c) Subject to the provisions of Rule 17, if non-required information or representations are placed on the label or elsewhere on the product, such non-required
information or representation shall be set forth separate and apart from the required information and shall not interfere with, minimize, detract from, or conflict
with such required information, nor shall such non-required information in any
way be false or deceptive as to fiber content.
(d) Non-deceptive terms which are properly and truthfully descriptive of a
fiber may be used in conjunction with the generic name of such fiber; as for example:
"100% cross-linked rayon," "100% solution dyed acetate," "100% combed cotton,"
"100% nylon 66," etc. (16 CFR § 303. 16)
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RULE 17 - Use of Fiber Trademarks and Generic Names on Labels.
(a) A non-deceptive fiber trademark mar be used on a label in conjunction
with the generic name of the fiber to which it relates. Where such a trademark is
placed on a label in conjunction with the required information, the generic name
of the fiber must appear in immediate conjunction therewith, and such trademark
and generic name must appear in type or lettering of equal size and conspicuousness.
(b) Where a generic name or a fiber trademark is used on any label, whether
required or non-required, a full and complete fiber content disclosure shall be
made in accordance with the Act and Regulations the first time the generic name
or fiber trademark appears on the label.
(c) If a fiber trademark is not used in the required information, but is used
elsewhere on the label as non-required information, the generic name of the fiber
shall accompany the fiber trademark in legible and conspicuous type or lettering
the first time the trademark is used.
(d) No fiber trademark or generic name shall be used in non-required information on a label in such a manner as to be false, deceptive, or misleading as to fiber
content, or to indicate directly or indirectly that a textile fiber product is composed
wholly or in part of a particular fiber, when such is not the case. (16 CFR § 303. 17)

RULE 18 - Labels Naming Fibers Not Present.
Words, symbols, or depictions which constitute or imply the name or designation of a fiber which is not present in the product shall not appear on labels.
(16 CFR § 303. 18)
RULE 19 - Name or Other Identification Required to Appear on Labels.
(a) The name required by the Act to be used on labels shall be the name under
which the person is doing business. Where a person has a word trademark, used
as a house mark, registered in the United States Patent Office, such word trademark
may be used on labels in lieu of the name otherwise required, provided the owner of
such word trademark furnishes the Commission a copy of the registration prior
to its use. No trademark, trad.e names, or other names except those provided for
above shall be used for required identification purposes.
(b) Registered identification numbers, as provided for in Rule 20, may be used
for identification purposes in lieu of the required name. (16 CFR § 303. 19)

RULE 20 - Registered Identification Numbers.
(a) Registered numbers for use as the required identification in lieu of the
name on textile fiber product labels, as provided in Section 4(b)(3) of the Act, will
be issued by the Commission to qualified persons residing in the United states
upon receipt of an application duly executed in the form set out in subsection (d)
hereof.
(b) Registered identification numbers shall be used only by the person or concern
to whom they are issued, and such numbers are not transferable or assignable.
Registered identification numbers shall be subject to cancellation whenever any
such number was procured or has been used improperly or contrary to the requirements of the Acts administered by the Federal Trade Commission, and Regulations
promulgated thereunder, or when otherwise deemed necessary in the public interest.
(c) Registered identification numbers assigned under this rule may be used on
labels required in labeling products subject to the provisions of the Wool Products
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Labeling Act and Fur Products Labeling Act, and numbers previously assigned
by the Commission under such Acts may be used as and for the required name in
labeling under this Act. When so used by the person or firm to whom assigned, the
use of the numbers shall be construed as identifying and binding the applicant as
fully and in all respects as though assigned under the specific Act for which it is
used.
(d) Form of application for registered identification number (printed forms are
available upon request at the offices of the Commission):

"APPLICATION FOR REGISTERED IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

To the Federal Trade Commission
Washington 25, D. C.
The undersigned, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Full name of applicant)
a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(corporation, partnership or proprietorship)
residing in the United States and having principal office and place of business at

-:-----------•----,-------• ~----------

(Street and number)
(City)
(State or territory)
being engaged in the marketing and handling of textile fiber products, as defined in
the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act, hereby makes application to the Federal
Trade Commission for a registered identification number for use on required labels.
The undersigned is engaged in the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(Manufacturing, distributing, etc. )
of the following products
( List products)

-----------:c::--:---:----:----:---:---------

Dated, signed, and executed this_day of_ _ _ , 19_, at _ _ _ _ __
(City)
(State or Territory)
(If firm is a partnership
list partners below)
(Please type or print)

(Name under which business
is conducted)
(Signature of Proprietor, Partner,
or Authorized Official)

(Impression of corporate seal
if corporation)
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Execution
State of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )

) ss
County of_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ )
On this__ day of _____ , 19_, before me personally appeared the said
proprietor, partner ___~-~--------,.,.,.--.---,,...--,---,.......,....,......,.....,..,.-(Strike non-applicable words)
(If corporation, give title of authorized ofiicial)
of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , to me personally known, and acknowledged the exe(Name of company)
cution of the foregoing inStrument on behalf of the firm, for the uses and purposes
therein stated.
(Impression of
Notary seal
required here.)
(16 CFR

§

303. 20)

Notary Public in and for
County of ___________
State of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

My commission expires,_ _ _ __

,,

RULE 21 - Marking of Samples, Swatches, or Specimens and Products Sold Therefrom.
(a) Where samples, swatches, or specimens of textile fiber products subject
to the Act are used to promote or effect sales of such textile fiber products, the
samples, swatches, or specimens, as well as the products themselves, shall be
labeled to show their respective fiber contents and other required information;
provided that such samples, swatches or specimens need not be labeled:
(1) If the samples, swatches, or specimens are less than two square inches
in area and the information otherwise required to appear on the label is clearly,
conspicuously, and non-deceptively disclosed on accompanying promotional matter in accordance with the Act and Regulations;

(2) If the samples, swatches, or specimens are keyed to a catalogue to
which reference is necessary in order to complete the sale of the textile fiber
products, and which catalogue at the necessary point of reference clearly,
conspicuously, and non-deceptively discloses the information otherwise required to appear on the label in accordance with the Act and Regulations; or
(3) If such samples, swatches, or specimens are not used to effect sales
to ultimate consumers and are not in the form intended for sale or delivery to,
or for use by, the ultimate consumer, and are accompanied by an invoice or
other paper showing the :required information.
(b) Where properly labeled samples, swatches, or specimens are used to
effect the sale of articles of wearing apparel or other household textile articles
which are manufactured specifically for a particular customer after the sale is
consummated, the articles of wearing apparel or other household textile articles
need not be labeled if they are of the same fiber content as the samples, swatches,
or specimens from which the sale was effected and an invoice or other paper
accompanies them showing the information otherwise required to appear on the
label. (16 CFR § 303. 21)
RULE 22 - Products Containing Linings, Interlinings, Fillings, and Paddings.

In disclosing the required information as to textile fiber products, the fiber
content of any linings, interlinings, fillings, or paddings shall be set forth separately
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and distinctly if such linings, interlinings, fillings, or paddings are incorporated
in the product for warmth rather than for structural purposes, or if any express or
implied representations are made as to their fiber content. Examples are as follows:
"100% Nylon

Interlining: 100% Rayon"
"Covering: 100% Rayon
Filling: 100% Cotton. "

(16 CFR

§

303. 22)

RULE 23 - Textile Fiber Products Containing Superimposed or Added Fibers.
Where a textile fiber product is made wholly of one fiber or a blend ot fibers
with the exception of an additional fiber in minor proportion superimposed or added
in certain separate and distinct areas or sections for reinforcing or other useful
purposes, the product may be designated according to the fiber content of the principal fiber or blend of fibers, with an exception naming the superimposed or added
fiber, giVing the percentage thereof in relation to the total fiber weight of the principal fiber or blend of fibers, and indicating the area or section which contains the
superimposed or added fiber. Examples of this type of fiber content disclosure, as
applied to products having reinforcing fibers added to a particular area or section,
are as follows:
"55% Cotton
45% Rayon
Except 5% Nylon added
to toe and heel. "
"All Cotton except 1% Nylon

added to neckband. "

(16 CFR

§

303. 23)

RULE 24 - Pile Fabrics and Products Composed Thereof.
The fiber content of pile fabrics or products composed thereof may be stated
on the label in such segregated form as will show the fiber content of the face or
~ile and of the back or base, with percentages of the respective fibers as they exist
m the_ face or pile and in the back or base, provided that in such disclosure the respective percentages of the face and back be given in such manner as will show
the ~atio between the face and the back. Examples of the form of marking pile
fabric as to fiber content provided for in this rule are as follows:
"100% Nylon Pile
100% Cotton Back

(Back constitutes 60% of
fabric and pile 40%). "
"Face - 60% Rayon, 40% Nylon
Back - 70% Cotton, 30% Rayon
(Face constitutes 60% of fabric
and back 40%) " (16 CFR § 303. 24)
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RULE 25 - Sectional Disclosure of Content.
(a) (Permissive) Where a textile fiber product is composed of two or more
sections which are of different fiber composition, the required information as to
fiber content may be separated in the same label in such manner as to s.t,ow the
fiber composition of each section.
(b) (Mandatory) The disclosure as above proVided shall be made in all instances where such form of marking is necessary to avoid deception. (16 CFR
§ 303. 25)
RULE 26 - Ornamentation.
(a) Where the textile fiber product contains fiber ornamentation not exceeding
five percentum of the total fiber weight of the product and the stated percentages of
the fiber content are exclusive of such ornamentation, the label or any invoice used
in lieu thereof shall contain a phrase or statement showing such fact; as for example:
"60% Cotton
40% Rayon
Exclusive of Ornamentation."

or
"All Cotton
Exclusive of Ornamentation. "
The fiber content of such ornamentation may be disclosed where the percentage
of the ornamentation in relation to the total fiber weight of the principal fiber or
blend of fibers is shown; as for ·example:
"70% Nylon
30% Acetate
Exclusive of 4% Metallic Ornamentation. "

or
'' 100% Rayon
Exclusive of 3% Silk Ornamentation. "

(b) Where the fiber ornamentation exceeds five percentum, it shall be included
in the statement of required percentages of fiber content.
(c) Where the ornamentation constitutes a distinct section of the product,
sectional disclosure may be made in accordance with Rule 25. (16 CFR § 303. 26)
RULE 27 - Use of the Term "All" or "100%."
Where a textile fiber product or part thereof is comprised wholly of one fiber,
other than any fiber ornamentation, decoration, elastic, or trimming as to which
fiber content disclosure is not required, either the word "All" or the term "100%"
may be used in labeling, together with the correct generic name of the fiber and
any qualifying phrase, when required; as for example: "100% Cotton, " "All Rayon,
Exclusive of Ornamentation," "100% Acetate, Exclusive of Decoration," "All
Nylon, Exclusive of Elastic, " etc. (16 CFR § 303. 27)
RULE 28 - Products Contained in Packages.

Where it ts the common or accepted practice of the distributor of textile fiber
products contained in packages to break the package and sell or deliver individual
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products therefrom, each individual product or unit contained therein shall be
labeled with the required information by the person initially packaging the products.
(16 CFR § 303. 28)
RULE 29 - Labeling of Pairs or Products Containing Two or More Units.
(a) Where a textile fiber product consists of two or more parts, units, or items
of different fiber content, a separate label containing the required information shall
be affixed to each of such parts, units, or items showing the required information as
to such part, unit, or item, irrespective of whether such parts, units, or items
are marketed and handled together and in combination with each other.
(b} Where garments, wearing apparel, or other textile fiber products are
marketed or handled in pairs or ensembles of the same fiber content, only one unit
of the pair or ensemble need be labeled with the required information when sold
and delivered to the ultimate consumer. (16 CFR § 303. 29)
RULE 30 - Textile Fiber Product in. Form for Consumer.
A textile fiber product shall be considered to be in the form intended for sale
or delivery to, or for use by, the ultimate consumer when the manufacturing or
processing of the textile fiber product is substantially complete. The fact that
minor or insignificant details of the manufacturing or processing have not been
completed shall not excuse the labeling of such products as to the required information. For example, a garment must be labeled even though such matters as the
finishing of a hem or cuff or the affixing of buttons thereto remain to be completed.
(16 CFR § 303. 30)
RULE 31 - Invoice in Lieu of Label.
Where a textile fiber product is not in the form intended for sale, delivery to,
or for use by the ultimate consumer, an invoice or other paper may be used in
lieu of a laiJel, and such invoice or other paper shall show, in addition to the name
and address of the person issuing the invoice or other paper, the fiber content of
such product as proVided in the Act and Regulations as well as any other required
information. (16 CFR § 303. 31)
RULE 32 - Products Containing Reused Stuffing.
Any upholstered product, mattress, or cushion which contains stuffing which
has been previously used as stuffing in any other upholstered product, mattress, or
cushion shall have securely attached thereto a substantial tag or label, at least 2
inches by 3 inches in si.z e, and statements thereon conspicuously stamped or printed
in the English language and in plain type not less than 1/8 inch high, indicating that
the Stuffing therein is composed in whole or in part of "reused stuffing," "secondhand stuffing," "previously used stuffing," or "used stuffing." (16 CFR § 303. 32)
RULE 33 - Country Where Imported Textile Fiber Products Are Processed or
Manufactured.
(a) In addition to the other information required by the Act and Regulations,
each imported textile fiber product shall be labeled with the name of the country
where such imported product was processed or manufactured.
(b} The term "country" means the political entity known as a nation. Colonies,
possessions, or protectorates outside the boundaries of the mother country shall
be considered separate countries, and the name thereof shall be deemed acceptable
in designating the country where the textile fiber product was processed or manufactured unless the Commission shall otherwise direct.
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(c) The country where the imported textile fiber product was p rincipally made
shall be considered to be the country where such textile fiber product was processed
or manufactured. Further work or material added to the textile fiber product in
another country must effect a basic change in form in order to render such other
country the place where such textile fiber product was processed or manufactured.
(d) The EngliSh name of the country where the imported textile fiber product
was-processed or manufactured shall be used. The adjectival form of the name of
the country will be accepted as the name of the country where the textile fiber
product was processed or manufactured, provided the adjectival form of the name
does not appear with such other words so as to refer to a kind or species of
product. Variant spellings which clearly indicate the English name of the country,
such as Brasil for Brazil and Italie for Italy, are acceptable. Abbreviations which
unmiStakably indicate the name of a country, such as "Gt. Britain" for "Great
Britain, " are acceptable.
(e) Nothing in this rule shall be construed as limiting in any way the information
required to be disclosed on labels under the proviSions of any Tariff Act of the
United States or regulations prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. (16 CFR
§ 303. 33)
RULE 34 - Change in Form of Imported Textile Fiber Products.
(a) Where the form of an imported textile fiber product iS not basically changed,
the country where such product was originally manufactured or processed shall be
set out in the required information. As for example, a fabric imported into the
United states in the greige but finished and dyed in thiS country must show the country
where the fabric was manufactured or processed.
(b) Where a textile fiber product is made in the United States from imported
textile fiber products the country where such imported textile fiber products were
manufactured or processed need not be disclosed. As for example, the labeling of
a shirt manufactured in this country out of an imported fabric need not disclose the
country where the fabric was manufactured or processed. (16 CFR § 303. 34)

RULE 35 - Use of Terms "Virgin" or "New."
The terms "virgin" or "new'' as descriptive of a textile fiber product, or any
fiber or part thereof, shall not be used when the product or part so described is not
composed wholly of new or virgin fiber which has never been reclaimed from any
spun, woven, knitted, felted, bonded, or similarly manufactured product. (16
CFR § 303. 35)
RULE 36 - Form of Separate Guaranty.
(a) The following are suggested forms of separate guaranties under Section 10
of the Act which may be used by a guarantor residing in the United States on or as
part of an invoice or other paper relating to the marketing or handling of any textile
fiber products listed and designated therein, and showing the date of s uch i nvoice
or other paper and the signature and address of the guarantor.
(1) General Form.
"We guarantee that the textile fiber products specified herein are not misbranded nor falsely nor deceptively advertised or invoiced under the provisions of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and Rules and Regulations thereunder. "
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(2) Guaranty Based on Guaranty.
"Based upon a guaranty received, we guarantee that the textile fiber products
specified herein are not misbranded nor falsely nor deceptively advertised
or invoiced under the provisions of the Textile Fiber Products Identification
Act and Rules and Regulations thereunder. "
Note: The printed name and address on the invoice or other paper will suffice
toiiieet the signature and address requirements.
(b) The mere disclosure of required information including the fiber content of
a textile fiber product on a label or on an invoice or other paper relating to its
marketing or handling shall not be considered a form of separate guaranty. (16
CFR

§

303. 36)

RULE 37 - Form of Continuing Guaranty From Seller to Buyer.
Under Section 10 of the Act, a seller residing in the United States may give a
buyer a continuing guaranty to be applicable to all textile fiber products sold or to
be sold. The folloWing iS the prescribed form of continuing guaranty from seller
to buyer:
"We, the undersigned, guarantee that all textile fiber products now being sold
or which may hereafter be sold or delivered to _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
are not, and Will not be misbranded nor falsely nor deceptively advertised or
invoiced under the provisions of the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act and
Rules and Regulations thereunder. This guaranty effective until _ _ _ _ _ __

Dated, signed, and executed this __day of_, 19_, at _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(City)
(State or territory. )
Name under which business is conducted
(Impression of
corporate seal,
if corporation. )
Signature of proprietor, partner, or
authorized official.
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EXECUTION
State of

)
--------)
County of
)

ss

On this __ day of ___ , 19_ _ , before me personally appeared
thes~d _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
proprietor, partner
(If corporation, give title
(strike non-applicable
of authorized official)
words)
of•-----,--------,----- , to me personally
(Name of company)
known, and acknowledged the execution of the foregoing instrument
on behalf of the firm, for the uses and purposes therein stated.

Notary Public in and for
County of _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

(Impression of
Notary seal
required here.)

state of _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

(16 CFR I 303. 37)

My commiSsion expires'---- -

,.

RULE 38 - Continuing Guaranty Filed with Federal Trade Commission.
(a) Under Section 10 of the Act any person residing in the United states and
marketing or handling textile fiber products may file a continuing guaranty with
the Federal Trade Commission. When filed with the Commission a continuing
guaranty shall be fully executed in duplicate and execution of each copy shall be
aclmowledged before a notary public. Forms for use in preparing continuing
guaranties will be supplied by the CommiSsion upon request.
Continuing guaranties filed with the Commission shall continue in effect until
revoked. The guarantor shall promptly report any change in business status to the
CommiSsion.
(b) Prescribed form of continuing guaranty:
"CONTINUING GUARANTY
The undersigned, - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- (Full name of guarantor)
a---,-------------- , residing in the
(Corporation, partnership, or
proprietorship)
United states, and having principal office and place of business at
(street and Number)

(City)

(State or
Territory)
and engaged in manufacturing, marketing or handling textile fiber products,
HEREBY GUARANTEES that every such textile fiber product contained in each
shipment, or other delivery, made by the guarantor will not be misbranded or
falsely or deceptively invoiced or advertised within the meaning of the Textile
Fiber Products Identification Act and the Rules and Regulations thereunder.

Dated, signed, and executed t h i s _ d ay o

r ____ , 19_, at

----=---:-:-:-::=-------

(City)

(State or Territory)

(Name W1der which business
is conducted)
(Impression of corporate
seal, If corporation.)

(Signature of proprietor, partner,
or authoriZed olliclal of
corporation.)
EXECUTION

State of
)
- - - - -- - - )

County or

on this_ _day oL_,

BS

)
19_, before me personally appeared the said

proprietor, partner _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- : - - - - - - - - - - (Strlke non-applicable words)
(If corporation, give title
of authorized official)
of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , to me personally known, and
acknowledged the execution of the foregoing instrument on behalf of the firm,
for the uses and purposes therein stated.

Notary Public in and for
County of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
{Impression of
Notary seal
required here.)

State of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
My commission expires _ _ _ __

,,

(c) Any person who has a continuing guaranty on file with the Commission may,
during the effective dates of the guaranty, give notice of such fact by setting forth
on the invoice or other paper covering the marketing or handling of the product
guaranteed the following:
"Continuing guaranty under the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act filed
with the Federal Trade Commission. "
{d) Any person who falsely represents in writing that he has a continuing
guaranty on file with the Federal Trade Commission when such is not a fact shall
be deemed to have furnished a false guaranty under Section lO(b) of the Act. (16
CFR

§

303. 38)

RULE 39 - Maintenance of Records.
{a) Pursuant to the provisions oi Section 6 of the Act, every manufacturer or
a textile fiber product subject to the Act, irrespective oi whether any guaranty
has been given or received, shall maintain written records showing the fiber content as required by the Act of all such textile fiber products made by such manufacturer.
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The records so maintained shall show:
(1) The percentage of each fiber placed in each style, lot, or description,
as applicable to the textile fiber products of such manufacturer in the form of
a fiber, yarn, fabric, or other form; and

(2) Such numbers, information, marks, or descriptions as will identify
the said records with the respective textile fiber products to which they relate.
Manufacturers shall also keep and maintain as records under the Act all purchase
and sales invoices, purchase and sales contracts, labels, manufacturing contracts,
orders, or duplicate copies thereof; and factory records, business correspondence,
and other pertinent documents and data applicable to the purchase, receipt, use,
and disposition of all raw stocks, fiber, yarn, fabric, or other manufactured
materials obtained by the manufacturer.
(b) Any person substituting a stamp, tag, label, or other identification pursuant
to Section 5(b) of the Act shall keep such records as Will show the information set
forth on the stamp, tag, label, or other identification that he removed and the name
or names of the person or persons from whom such textile fiber product was received.

(c) The records required to be maintained pursuant to the provisions of this
rule shall be preserved for at least three years. (16 CFR § 303. 39)
RULE 40 - Use of Terms in Written Advertisements Which Imply Presence of a
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The use of terms in written advertisements which are descriptive of a method
of manufacture, construction, or weave, and which by custom and usage are also
indicative of a textile fiber or fibers, or the use of terms in such advertisements
which constitute or connote the name or presence of a fiber or fibers, shall be
deemed to be an implication of fiber content under Section 4(c) of the Act, except
that the provisions of this rule shall not be applicable to non-deceptive shelf or
display signs in retail stores indicating the location of textile fiber products and
not intended as advertisements. (16 CFR § 303. 40)
RULE 41 - Use of Fiber Trademarks and Generic Names in Advertising.
(a) In advertising textile fiber products, the use of a fiber trademark shall
require a full disclosure of the fiber content information required by the Act and
Regulations in at least one instance in the advertisement.
(b) Where a fiber trademark is used in advertising textile fiber products contuning more than one fiber, other than permissible ornamentation, such fiber
trademark and the generic name of the fiber must appear in the required fiber
content information in immediate proximity and conjunction with each other in
plainly legible type or lettering of equal size and conspicuousness.
(c} Where a fiber trademark is used in advertising textile fiber products containing only one fiber, other than permissive ornamentation, such fiber trademark
and the generic name of the fiber must appear in immediate proximity and conjunction with each other in plainly legible and conspicuous type or lettering at
least once in the advertisement.
(d) Where a fiber trademark or generic name is used in non-required information in advertising, such fiber trademark or generic name shall not be used in
such a manner as to be false, deceptive, or misleading as to fiber content, or to
indicate, directly or indirectly, that a textile fiber product is composed wholly or
in part of a particular fiber, when such is not the case. (16 CFR § 303. 41}
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RULE 42 - Arrangement of Information in Advertising Textile Fiber Products.
(a) Where a textile fiber product is advertised in such manner as to require
disclosure of the information required by the Act and Regulations, all parts of the
required information shall be stated in immediate conjunction with each other in
legible and conspicuous type or lettering of equal size and prominence. In making
the required disclosure of the fiber content of the product, the generic names of
the fibers present in amounts of more than five percentum of the total fiber weight
of the product shall appear in order of predominance by weight, to be followed by
the designation "other fiber" or "other fibers" if a fiber or fibers be present in
amounts of five percentum or less.
(b) Non-required information or representations shall in no way be false,
deceptive, or miSleading as to fiber content and shall not include any names,
terms, or representations prohibited by the Act and Regulations. Such non-required
information or representations shall not be set forth or so used as to interfere
with, minimize, or detract from the required information.
(c) Non-deceptive terms which are properly and truthfully descriptive of a
fiber may be used in conjunction with the generic name of such fiber; as for
example: "cross-linked rayon," "solution dyed acetate," "combed cotton,"
"nylon 66, " etc. (16 CFR § 303. 42)
RULE 43 - Fiber Content Tolerances.

(a) A textile fiber product which contains more than one fiber shall not be
deemed to be misbranded as to fiber content percentages if the percentages by
weight of any fibers present in the total fiber content of the product, exclusive of
permissive ornamentation, do not deviate or vary from the percentages stated on
the label in excess of 3% of the total fiber weight of the product. For example,
where the label indicates that a particular fiber is present in the amount of 40%,
the amount of such fiber present may vary from a minimum of 37% of the total
fiber weight of such product to a maximum of 43% of the total fiber weight of such
product.
(b) Where the percentage of any fiber or fibers contained in a textile fiber
product deviates or varies from the percentage stated on the label by more than
the tolerance or variation provided in subsection (a) of this rule, such product
shall be misbranded unless the person charged proves that the entire deviation or
variation from the fiber content percentages stated on the label resulted from unavoidable variations in manufacture and despite the exercise of due care.
(c) Where representations are made to the effect that a textile fiber product
is composed wholly of one fiber, the tolerance provided in Section 4(b)(2) of the
Act and subsection (a) of this rule shall not apply, except as to permissive ornamentation where the textile fiber product is represented to be composed of one fiber
"exclusive of ornamentation." (16 CFR § 303. 43)
RULE 44 - Products Not Intended for Uses Subject to the Act.
Textile fiber products intended for uses not within the scope of the Act and
Regulations or intended for uses in other textile fiber products which are exempted
or excluded from the Act shall not be subject to the labeling and invoicing requirements of the Act and Regulations, provided an invoice or other paper covering the
marketing or handling of such products iS given, which indicates that the products
are not intended for uses subject to the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act.
(16 CFR § 303. 44)
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RULE 45 - Exclusions From the Act.

(a) Pursuant to Section 12(b) of the Act, the Commission hereby excludes from
the operation of the Act
(1) All textile fiber products except:

(i) articles of wearing apparel;
(ii) handkerchiefs;

(iii) scarfs;
(iv) beddings;
(v} curtains and casements~
(vi) draperies;
(vii) tablecloths, napkins, and doilies;
(viii) floor coverings;
(ix) towels;
(x) wash cloths and dish cloths;
(xi) ironing board covers and pads;
(xii) umbrellas and parasols;
(xiii) batts;
(xiv) products subject to Section 4(h) of the Act;
(xv) flags;
(xvi) cushions;
(xvii) all fibers, yarns and fabrics (including narrow fabrics except
packaging ribbons);
(xviii) furniture slip covers and other covers or coverlets for furniture;
(xix) afghans and throws;
(xx) sleeping bags;
(xxi} antimacassars and tidies;
(xxii) hammocks;
(xxiii) dresser and other furniture scarfs.
(2) Belts, suspenders, arm bands, permanently knotted neckties, garters,
sanitary belts, diaper liners, labels (either required or non-required)
individually and in rolls, looper clips intended for handicraft purposes,
book cloth, artists' canvases, tapestry cloth, and shoe laces.

(3) All textile fiber products manufactured by the operators of company
stores and offered for sale and sold exclusively to their own employees as
ultimate consumers.
(4) Coated fabrics and those portions of textile fiber products made of

coated fabrics.
(5) Secondhand household textile articles which are discernibly secondhand

or which are marked to indicate their secondhand character.
(6) Non-woven producta ef a dlspoaable nature intended for one-time use

only.
(b} The exclusions provided for in subsection (a) of this rule shall not be
applicable if any representations as to fiber content of such articles are made, except as to those products excluded by paragraph (6).
(c) The exclusions from the Act provided in subsection {a) hereof are in addition
to the exemptions from the Act provided in Section 12(a) of the Act and shall not
affect or limit such exemptions. (16 CFR § 303. 45)
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Promulgated and made effective by the Federal Trade Commission on March 3,
1960.

NOTE: The Commission on its own motion or upon the application of any
Interested party may initiate proceedings to revise, amend, or modify all
or any part of these Rules and Regulations. Such proceedings will be conducted in accoraance with the rule-making procedures prescribed in the
Administrative Procedure Act (60 Stat. 237, as amended, 5 U.S. C. §§
1001-1011) and in accordance with Subpart A of the Rule Making Procedures
of the Federal Trade Commission (16 CFR §§ 2. l - 2. 8).
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APPENDIX I
TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS IDENTIFICATION ACT
/Public Law 85 - 897
85ffi Congress - 2d Session
H.R. 46~

L72 Stat.

1717; 15 U.S. C. 7'}J
AN ACT

To protect producers and consumers a.g ainst misbranding and false advertising of
the fiber content of textile fiber products, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Textile Fiber
P roducts Identification Act."

DEFINITIONS
Sec. 2. As used in this Act(a) The term "person" means an individual, partnership, corporation, association, or any other form of business enterprise.
(b) The term "fiber" or "textile fiber" means a unit of matter which is capable of
being spun into a yarn or made into a fabric by bonding or by interlacing in a variety
of methods including weaving, knitting, braiding, felting, twisting, or webbing, and
which is the basic structural element of textile products.
(c) The term "natural fiber" means any fiber that exists as such in the natural
state.
(d) The term "manufactured fiber" means any fiber derived by a process of manufacture from any substance which, at any point in the manufacturing process, is not
a fiber.
(e) The term "yarn" means a strand of textile fiber in a form suitable for weaving,
knitting, braiding, felting, webbing, or otherwise fabricating into a fabric.
(f) The term "fabric" means any material woven, knitted, felted, or otherwise
produced from, or in combination with, any natural or manufactured fiber, yarn, or
substitute therefor.
(g) The term "household textile articles" means articles of wearing apparel, costumes and accessories, drapP.ries, floor coverings, furnishings, beddings, and other
textile goods of a type customarily used in a household regardless of where used in fact.
(h) The term ''textile fiber product" means(1) any fiber, whether in the finished or unfinished state, used or intended for
use in household textile articles;
(2) any yarn or fabric, whether in the finished or unfinished state, used or
intended for use in household textile articles; and
(3) any household textile article made in whole or in part of yarn or fabric;
except that such term does not include a product required to be labeled under the
Wool Products Labeling Act of 1939.
(i) The term "affixed" means attached to the textile fiber product in any manner.
(j) The term "Commission" means the F~deral Trade Commission.
(k) The term "commerce" means commerce among the several States or with
foreign nations, or in any Territory of the United States or in the District of Columbia, or between any such Territory and another, or between any such Territory and
any State or foreign nation or between the District of Columbia and any State or Territory or foreign nation.
(1) The term "Territory" includes the insular possessions of the United States,
and also any Territory of the United States.
(m) The term "ultimate consumer'' means a person who obtains a textile fiber
product by purchase or exchange with no intent to sell or exchange such textile fiber
product in any form.
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MISBRANDING AND FALSE ADVERTISING DECLARED UNLAWFUL
Sec. 3. (a) The introduction, delivery for introduction, manufacture for introducUon, sale, advertislng, or offering for sale, ln commerce, or the transportation or
causing to be transported In commerce, or the Importation into the United States,
of any textile fiber product which is misbranded or falsely or deceptively advertised
within the meaning of this Act or the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder,
is unlawful, and shall be an unfair method of competition and an unfair and deceptive act or practice In commerce under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(b) The sale, offering for sale, advertising, delivery, transportation, or causing
to be transported, of any textile fiber product which has been advertised or offered
for sale ln commerce, and which is misbranded or falsely or deceptively advertised,
within the meaning or this Act or the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder,
ls unlawful, and shall be an unfair method of competition and an unfair and deceptive
act or practice in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(c) The sale, offerlng for sale, advertising, delivery, transportation, or causing
to be transported, after shipment in commerce, of any textile fiber product, whether
Ln lts original state or contalned in other textile fiber products, which ts misbranded
or falsely or deceptively advertised, within the meaning of this Act or the rules and
regulations promulgated thereunder, is unlawful, and shall be an unfair method of
competition and an unfair and deceptive act or practice in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(d) This section shall rot apply(1) to any common carrier or contract carrier or freight forwarder with respect
to a textile fiber product received, shipped, delivered, or handled by it for shipment in the ordinary course of its business;
(2) to any processor or finisher in performing a contract for the account of a
person subject to the provisions of this Act if the processor or finisher does not
change the textile fiber content of the textile fiber product contrary to the terms
of such contract;
(3) with respect to the manufacture, delivery for transportation, transportation,
sale, or offering for sale of a textile flber product for exportation from the United
States to any foreign country;
(4) to any publisher or other advertising agency or medium for the dissemination of advertising or promotional material, except the manufacturer, distributor or
seller of the textile fiber product to which the false or deceptive advertisement '
relates, II such publisher or other advertising agency or medium furnishes to the
Commission, upon request, the name and post office address of the manufacturer,
distributor, seller, or other person residing in the United States, who caused the
dissemlnation of the advertising material; or
(5) to any textlle fiber product until such product has been produced by the manufacturer or processor in the form lntended for sale or delivery to, or for use by,
the ultimate consumer: Provided, That this exemption shall apply only if such
textile fiber product is covered by an lnvoice or other paper relating to the marketing or handling of the textile fiber product and such invoice or paper correctly discloses the information with respect to the textile fiber product which would otherwise be required under section 4 of this Act to be on the stamp, tag, label, or other
identification and the name and address of the person Issuing the invoice or paper.
MISBRANDING AND FALSE ADVERTISING OF TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS
Sec. 4. (a) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, a textile fiber product shall
be misbranded if it Is falsely or deceptively stamped, tagged, labeled, invoiced, advertised, or otherwise identlfled as to the name or amount of constituent fibers contained therein.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Act, a textile fiber product shall be misbranded if a stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification, or substitute there for authorized by section 5, Is not on or affixed to the product showing ln words and
figures plainly legible, the following:
(1) The constituent fiber or comblnatton of fibers in the textile fiber pr oduct, designating with equal prominence each natural or manufactured flber in the textile fiber
product by lts generic name in the order of predominance by the weight thereof if the
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l ht of uch fiber ts 5 rcentum or more of the total fl r weight of the product,
but nothlng ln this section hall be construed s prohibltlng the use of a nondeceptlve
tr d mark tn onjunctlon with a d lgnated generlc name: Provided, That excluslve
of rml lbl ornam ntatlon any flber or group of !lbers present ln an amount of
5 per c ntum or le by weight of the total Uber content shall not be designated by
t gen rl name or lh trademar o{ such fi r or flbers, but shall be deslgnated
only as "olh r !lber" or "other !lbers" as th case may be.
(2) Th p re ntage of ch fib r present, by weight, ln the total fiber content of
th textil flber product, xcluslv of ornamentation not exceeding 5 per centum by
lghi of th tot.al fiber content: Provid d1 That, exclusive of permissible ornam ntation, any fiber or group of fibers pre n ln an amount of 5 per centum or less
by weight of th total fl r content shall not
designat d by the generic name or
tr demark of uch fiber or flbers, but shall
designated only as "other fiber" or
"other ftber " as th
se may be: Provld d further, That in the case of a textile
fl r product which containS more than one kind of fiber, deviation tn the fiber content of any Ilber ln such product from the amount stated on the stamp, tag, label, or
oth r identUI lion shall not be misbranding under this section unless such deviation ls in xcess of r asonable toler nces which shall be established by the Commission; And provided furth r, That ny such deviation which exceeds said tolerances
s U not be misbranding if the person charged proves that the d vlatlon resulted
from unavoidable varl tlons in manufacture and deaplte due care to make accurate
the statem nts on the tag, stamp, label, or other ldentLClcatlon.
(3) The n me, or oth r ldentl!lcatlon issued and registered by the Commission,
of the manufacturer of the product or one or more persons subject to section 3 with
respect to such product.
(4) Ult ls an imported textlle fiber product the name of the country where processed or manufactured.
(c) For th purposes of this Act, a textile fiber product shall be considered to be
fals ly or d ceptively dv rtlsed l! any disclosure or lmpllcatlon of fiber content ls
made ln any written advertisement which ls us d to aid, promote, or assist directly
or Lndlrectly in the sal or offering (or sale of such textile !lber product, unless the
s me ln!ormatlon as that required to be shown on the stamp, tag, label, or other
ldentl!lc tlon under section 4 (b} (1) and {2) ls contained in the heading, body, or
other part of such written advertisement, except that the percentages of the fiber
present in the textile fiber produc need not be stated.
(d) In addltlon to the Information required In this section, the stamp, tag, label,
or other means of ldentl!lcatlon, or advertisement may contain other information not
violating the provisions of this Act.
(e) This s ctlon shall not be con trued as requiring the affixing of a stamp, tag,
label, or other means of tdentiflcatlon to each textile fiber product contained Ln a
package if (1) such textile fiber products are intended for sale to the ultimate consumer ln such package, (2) such p ckage has af(lxed to lt a stamp, tag, label, or
other means of identl!l tion bearing, with respect to the textile fiber products contained therein, the information required by subsection (b), and (3) the information on
the stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification affixed to such package ls
equally applicable with respect to each textile flber product contained therein.
(f) Thls section shall not be construed as requiring designation o( the fiber content
of any portion o( fabric, when sold at retail, which ls severed from bolts, pieces, or
rolls of fabric labeled in accordance with the provisions of this section at the time of
such sale: Provided, That lf any portion of fabric severed from a bolt, piece, or
roll of fabric ls ln any manner represented as contatnlng percentages of natural or
manufactured fibers, other than that which ls set forth on the labeled bolt, piece, or
roll, this section shall be applicable thereto, and the information required shall be
separately set forth and segregated s required by this section.
(g) For the purposes of this Act, a textile flber product shall be considered to be
falsely or deceptively advertised l! the name or symbol of any fur-bearing animal ls
used in the advertlsem.ent of such product unless such product, or the part thereof
in connection with which the name or symbol of a fur-bearing animal is used, ls a
fur or fur product within the meaning of the Fur Products Labeling Act: Provided,
however, That where a textile fiber product contalrul the hair or fiber of a furbearing animal, the name of such animal, ln conjunction with the word "fiber",
"hair", or "blend", may be used.

:
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(h) For the purposes of this Act, a textlle fiber product shall be misbranded tf lt
ls used as stuffing in any upholstered product, mattress, or cushion after having
been previously used as stuffing in any other upholstered product, mattress, or
cushion, unless the upholstered product, mattress, or cushlon containing web textile fiber product bears a stamp, tag, or label approved by the Commission lndlcatlng ln words plainly legible that it contains reused stuffing.
REMOVAL OF STAMP, TAG, LABEL, OR OTHER IDENTIFICATION

Sec. 5. (a) After shipment of a textile fiber product ln commerce it shall be unlawful, except as provided in this Act, to remove or mutilate, or cause or participate
in the removal or mutilation of, prior to the time any textile fiber product ls sold
and delivered to the ultimate consumer, any stamp, tag, label, or other ldentllicatlon
required by this Act to be affixed to such textile fiber product, and any person violating this section shall be guilty of an unfair method of competition, and an unfair or
deceptive act or practice, under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(b) Any person(1) introducing, selling, advertlslng, or offering for sale, in commerce, or
importing into the United states, a textile fiber product subject to the provisions
of this Act, or
(2) selling, advertising, or offering for sale a textile fiber product whether in
its original state or contained in other textile fiber products, which bas been
shipped, advertised, or offered for sale, in commerce.
may substitute for the stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification required
to be affixed to such textile product pursuant to section 4 (b), a stamp, tag, label, or
other means of identiflcatlon conforming to the requlrements of sectlon 4 (b), and
such substituted stamp, tag, label, or other means of ldentlficatlon shall show the
name or other ldentificatlon issued and registered by the Commission of the person
making the substltutlon.
(c) If any person other than the ulttmate consumer breaks a package whlch bears a
stamp, tag, label, or other means of identification conforming to the requirements
of sectlon 4, and tf such package contains one or more units of a textile fiber product
to which a stamp, tag, label, or other identification conforming to the requirements
Of section 4 ls not affixed, such person shall affix a stamp, tag, label, or other
identification bearing the information on the stamp, tag, label, or other means of
ldentiflcatlon attached to such broken pack.age to each unit of textile fiber product
taken from such broken package.
RECORDS
sec. 6. (a) Every manufacturer of textile fiber products subject to this Act shall
maintain proper records showing the fiber content as required by thls Act of all such
products made by him, and shall preserve such records for at least three years.
{b) Any person substituting a stamp, tag, label, or other identification pursuant to
section 5 {b) shall keep such records as will show the information set forth on the
stamp, tag, label, or other identificatio.n that he removed and the name or names of
the person or persons from whom such textile fiber product was received, and shall
preserve such records for at least three years.
( c) The neglect or refusal to malntaln or preserve the records required by this
section is unlawful, and any person neglecting or refusing to maintain such records
shall be guilty of an unfair method of competition, and an unfair or deceptive act or
practice, in commerce, under the Federal Trade Commission Act.
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ACT

Sec. 7. {a) Except as otherwise speclflcally provided herein, this Act shall be
enforced by the Federal Trade Commission under rules, regulations, and procedure
provided for in the Federal Trade Commission Act.
(b) The Commission ls authorized and directed to prevent any person from violating
the provisions of this Act ln the same manner, by the same means, and with the same
jurisdiction, powers, and duties as though all applicable terms and provisions of the
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Feder~ Trade commission Act were incorporated lnto and made a part of this Act;
and anrsuch person violating the provisions of this Act shall be subject to the penalties and\entltled to the prlvlleges and immunities provided in said Federal Trade
commission Act, in the same manner, by the same means, and with the same jurisdlctlon, powers, and duties as though the applicable terms and provisions of the
said Federal Trade Commission Act were incorporated lnto and made a part of this
Act.
(c) The commlsslon ts authorized and directed to make such rules and regulations,
lncludlng the establlshment of generic names of manufactured fibers, Wlder and in
pursuance of the terms of this Act as may be necessary and proper for administration and enforcement.
(d) The Commlsslon is authorized to cause inspections, analyses, tests, and examinations to be made of any product subject to this Act.
INJUNCTION PROCEEDINGS
sec. 8. Whenever the Commission has reason to believe(a) that any person is doing, or is about to do, an act whlch by section 3, 5, 6,
9, or 10 (b) is declared to be unlawful; and
(b) that it would be to the public interest to enjoin the doing of such act until
complaint ls lssued by the Commission under the Federal Trade Commission Act
and such complaint is dismissed by the Commission or set aside by the court on
revlew or until an order to cease and desist made thereon by the Commission has
become final within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act,
the Commission may bring suit in the district court of the United States or in the
United States court of any Territory, for the district or Territory in which such
person resides or transacts business, to enjoin the doing of such act and upon
proper showing a temporary injunction or restraining order shall be granted without
bond.
EXCLUSION OF MISBRANDED TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS

Sec. 9. All textile fiber products imported into the United States shall be stamped,
tagged, labeled, or otherwise identified in accordance with the provisions of section
4 of this Act, and all invoices of such products required pursuant to section 484 of
the Tarilf Act of 1930, shall set forth, in addition to the matter therein speciiied, the
information with respect to said products required under the provisions of section
4 (b) of this Act, which information shall be in the invoices prior to their certification, if such certification is required pursuant to section 484 of the Tariff Act of 1930.
The falsification of, or failure to set forth the required information in such invoices,
or the falsification or perjury of the consignee's declaration provided for in section
485 of the Tariff Act of 1930, insofar as it relates to such information, ts unlawful,
and shall be an unfair method of competition, and an unfair and deceptive act or practice, in commerce under the Federal Trade Commission Act; and any person who
falsifies, or perjures the consignee's declaration insofar as it relates to such infor- j
mation, may thenceforth be prohibited by the Commission from importing, or participating in the importation of, any textile fiber product into the United States except
upon filing bond with the Secretary of the Treasury in a sum double the value of said
products and any duty thereon, conditioned upon compliance with the provisions of
this Act. A verified statement from the manufacturer or producer of such products
showing their fiber content as required under the provisions of this Act may be required under regulation prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury.

I

GUARANTY
Sec. 10. (a) No person shall be guilty of an unlawful act under section 3 if he
establishes a guaranty received in good faith, signed by and containing the name and
address of the person residing in the United States by whom the textile fiber product
guaranteed was manufactured or from whom it was received, that said product is not
misbranded or falsely invoiced under the provisions of this Act. Said guaranty shall
be (1) a separate guaranty specifically designating the textile fiber product guaranteed,
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In which case it may be on the invoice or other paper relating to said product; or (2)

a continuing guaranty given by seller to the buyer applicable to all textile fiber products sold to or to be sold to buyer by seller in a form as the Commission, byfrules
and regulations, may prescribe; or (3) a continuing guaranty filed with the Commis-

sion applicable to all textile fiber products handled by a guarantor in such form as
the Commission by rules and regulations may prescribe.
(b) The furnishing of a false guaranty, except where the person furnishing such
false guaranty relies on a guaranty to the same effect received in good faith signed
by and containing the name and address of the person residing in the United States
by whom the product guaranteed was manufactured or from whom it was received, is
unlawful, and shall be an unfair method of competition, and an unfair and deceptive act
or practice, in commerce, within the meaning of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
CRIMINAL PENALTY
Sec. 11. (a) Any person who willfully does an act which by section 3, 5, 6, 9, or
10 (b) is declared to be unlawful shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
shall be fined not more than $5,000 or be imprisoned not more than one year, or both,
in the discretion of the court: Provided, That nothing in this section shall limit any
other provision of this Act.
(b) Whenever the Commission has reason to believe that any person is guilty of a
miSdemeanor under this section, it m ay certify all pertinent facts to the Attorney
General. If, on the basis of the facts certified, the Attorney General concurs in such
belief, it shall be his duty to cause appropriate proceedings to be brought for the
enforcement of the provisions of this section against such person.

EXEMPTIONS

Sec. 12. (a) None of the provisions of this Act shall be construed to apply to(1) upholstery stuffing, except as provided in section 4 (h);
(2) outer coverings of furniture, mattresses, and box springs;
(3) linings or interlinings incorporated primarily for structural purposes and
not for warmth;
(4) filling or padding incorporated primarily for structural purposes and not for
warmth;
(5) stiffenings, trimmings, facings, or interfacings;
(6) backings of, and paddings or cushions to be used under, floor coverings;
(7) sewing and handicraft threads;
(8) bandages, surgical dressings, and other textile fiber products, the labeling
of which is subject to the requirements of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic
Act of 1938, as amended;
(9) waste materials not intended for use in a textile fiber product;
(10) textile fiber products incorporated in shoes or overshoes or similar outer
footwear;
(11) textile fiber products incorporated in headwear, handbags, luggage, brushes,
lampshades, or toys, catamenial devices, adhesive tapes and adhesive sheets
cleaning ~loths impregnated with chemicals, or diapers.
'
The exemptions ~rovided for any arti(?le by paragraph (3) or (4) of this subsection
shall not be appltc~ble if any representation as to fiber content of such article is
made in an! advertisement, label, or other means of identification covered by section 4 of this Act.
. {b) The Commission may exclude from the provisions of this Act other textile
fiber pr?ducts (l) which ~ave an insignificant or inconsequential textile fiber content
or (2) with res~ect to which the disclosure of textile fiber content is not necess
'
for the protection of the ultimate consumer.
ary
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

sec. 13. If any prov ision of this Act, or the ap licatl
that term is herein defined, is held invalid the r~m i on thereof to any person, as
tion of the remaining provisions to any per~on shall a ntdber of the Act and the applicano e affected thereby.
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APPLICATION OF EXISTING LAWS
Sec. 14. The provisions of this Act shall be held to be in addition to, and not in
substuution for or limitation of, the provisions of any other Act of the United States.
EFFECTIVE DATE
Sec. 15. This Act shall take effect eighteen months after enactment, except for
the promulgation of rules and regulations by the Commission, which shall be promul
gated within nine months after the enactment of this Act. The Commission shall
provide for the exception of any textile fiber product acquired prior to the effective
date of this Act.
Approved September 2, 1958.
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APPENDIX Il
TEXTILE FIBER PRODUCTS ACQ

p

The Federal Trade Commiss ion today announced tts policy with regard
Sec.
the Textile Fiber Products Identification Act, which states in part that ''The
nission shall provide (or t he exception of any textile fiber product acquired
· to the effective date of this Act. "
'he announcement reads:

"The exception provided by Sec. 15 of the Act shall apply to textile fiber products
Jlred prior to the effective date of the Act (March 3, 1960) where such products
marketed or handled on or after March 3, 1960, in the same basic form as that
Nhlch they were acquire(l, but shall not apply to textile fiber products manufactured or processed on or after March 3, 1960, from other textile fiber products
acquired prior to that date where such manufacturing or processing changes the basic
form of the textile fiber product to the extent that it becomes a different type of product. For example, the exception would apply to yarns, fabrics or garments acquired
prior to March 3, 1960, which are marketed or handled on or after that date as yarns,
fabrics, or garments, respectively, without any change in the form of such products,
but such exception would not apply to fabrics manufactured on or after March 3, 1960,
from yarns or fiber s acquired prior tc that date, or to garments manufactured on or
after March 3, 1960, from fabr ics ac<tllired prior to that date. Fabrics acquired in
the grelge before March 3, 1960, but processed or fin~shed after that date would not
lose their right to e xception as a result of such processing or finishing operation.
"On or after March 3, 1960, any person who desires to claim the exception pro vided by Sec. 15 of the Act must be able to establish by records or other competent
means that the products a s to which he claims the exception were acquired in the
same basic form prior to March 3, 1960, and that he ls entitled to the exception
claimed."
Announcement dated June 1, 1959.
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